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EI R
From the Managing Editor

True Classical tragedy, LaRouche writes, in our Feature this week,

“presents us with a sheer evil which is without remedy in itself.” The
tragedy we confront today is as profound as those portrayed in the
Classical dramas of the greatest poets: from Aeschylus’ “Prometheus,” to Mozart’s “Don Giovanni.” Only by soaring above the
unfolding tragedy, can we find the creative solutions that the actors
on stage cannot see. The mission, LaRouche writes, in “The Wonderfully Immortal Ghosts We Must Be: Einstein Viewed Kepler,” is to
free the mind of the citizen from enslavement to the “shackles of
filthy lucre.”
The happy news is that we are equipped with the ability to accomplish this, contrary to the anti-human babble of the British imperialists, viz., the second law of thermodynamics. Why is that a fraud? Because the universe is creative, and man, in the image of the Creator,
has the power to reshape and develop the universe. “Mankind’s creativity,” LaRouche writes, “is specifically, intentionally, noëtic,” as expressed in Plato’s concept of “hypothesizing the higher hypothesis.”
All of which makes the problems we face today, as threatening as
they are, eminently solvable—if we act to ensure that the remedies
LaRouche has put forward are swiftly carried out.
The number one priority is: Obama must go! Absent that, nothing
good will happen. Take, for instance, the hyperinflationary madness,
euphemistically referred to as “quantitative easing,” unleashed by
Bernanke’s Fed (Economics). Once Obama goes, the whole gang of
Wall Street pirates will be next. Think what then becomes possible!
To get an idea, look at the Schiller Institute’s intervention in a conference in Chad (International), in which one very determined young
woman, Portia Tarumbwa-Strid, redirected the discussion from “sustainable development,” to the Transaqua project, which has the potential to dramatically upshift the Biosphere of this very poor region
of Africa. Spin the globe to Texas, and read, in National, about another young woman, Kesha Rogers, whose campaign for Congress
was a counter-example to the empty rhetoric of virtually every other
candidate in the 2010 elections.
Next week, we will publish the full transcript of LaRouche’s Nov.
6 webcast, but you can find a review of it in National this issue.
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As both Johannes
Kepler (left) and
his follower Albert
Einstein
understood, our
knowledge of the
nature of the
universe, is not
supplied by mere
sense-perception,
but rather, depends
on the evidence
supplied by, for
example, a conflict
between the
evidence of sight
and harmonics.

Now, here, I treat the same subject of tragedy from
an opposing viewpoint: I present the immortality of
the true citizen in its aspect as a subject of physical
science. That is the view which is to be sought from
among those spectators viewing the drama, as by one
who has risen to the true nobility of that soul, like the
fabled Prometheus, a Prometheus who pities those
foolish folk who would wish to see their rulers seem to
be as gods.
In this present report, the subject is the notable
practical mission in the freeing of the economy of people
from Satanic worship of the “Shackles of filthy Lucre:”
money per se. The mission, here, is the knowledge
needed to free the mind of the citizen from enslavement
of the soul, a soul seized by that most essential evil
which is the popular worship of a form of money which
appears to the pitiable as being the intrinsic form of
“wealth.”
Admittedly, I have addressed this subject by name in
sundry reports published earlier; the present report, restates the case more fully, from a uniquely distinct, fresh
vantage-point.

In Review:
In the several reports which I have published on this
subject over the span of now more than two years, I
November 12, 2010
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have pointed to the evidence which proves that the popular notion of an a-prioristically mathematical physics,
is to be recognized as intrinsically incompetent when
compared with a real physical science in the tradition of
both the trio of Dirichlet-Abel-Riemann and also, later,
Albert Einstein. This is not a matter of even a systemic
error within a mathematics; it is a matter of a different,
actually real universe than is imagined by a person who
is merely a mathematician.
In the simpler illustration of that same fact, I have
pointed to the intrinsically paradoxical, mistaken presumption, to the still-popular delusion that the real universe is expressed explicitly by mere sense-perception.
I explain.
There are numerous choices of valid proofs of the
judgment which I have just identified in this way here.
In their conception, all of these proofs are congruent
with what I have emphasized in relevant, earlier accounts in which I have treated the common errors of
even most educated forms of popular belief.
In short, we must present what are still rarely understood proofs, proofs which must be emphasized,
nonetheless, as being the actual method of that
uniquely original discovery of the principle of universal gravitation by Johannes Kepler, that as Kepler’s
achievement was reviewed by Albert Einstein. As I
Feature  

have stated, repeatedly, and have held this view of the
nature of “human creativity” over what has become a
span of more than two generations, our actual knowledge of the nature of the universe we inhabit, is not
competently supplied by bare faith in mere sense-perception, but, rather, for example, must depend on the
proof of conflicts between the evidence supplied by
such different qualities of sense-perception as an essential conflict between the contrasted evidence of
sight and harmonics.
Kepler’s uniquely original discovery of the principle of universal gravitation, in his The Harmonies of
the Worlds, was the uniquely original, true discovery
of the principle of gravitation. As Albert Einstein
pointed out, Kepler’s discovery demonstrates something much more profound than merely the existence of
a principle of gravitation itself. Indeed, it also points
out something, as I shall show, which is more profound,
more universal in scope, than even that achievement
which Einstein himself reached in the relatively wellknown record of his own work.
That still more profound principle was presented in
my treatment of “Science & Drama,” but only in one
aspect. In this report, I go a large step further, to reach
the most essential point yet to be made. The principle of
Classical dramatic tragedy, as I have addressed that
subject earlier, has gone, so to speak, already half-way
toward the point which I now emphasize in the following pages.
The fact to be noted for its relevance in the following pages here, is that there was never an actually competent definition of a medieval or modern principle of
universal gravitation, other than either Kepler’s own
discovery, as in his The Harmonies of the Worlds, or
the extension of that discovery by later good sources.
For this, Copernicus is not quite irrelevant at best, when
not mistaken. Isaac Newton is simply absurd. TitiusBode is simply an intentionally misleading attempt to
come close to Kepler’s previously established values
for the orbits; pathetic Laplace’s attempts to “lay the
ghost of Kepler,” lead him into the absurdity of his paradox. The most significant approach to defining relevant needed principles as such, is that of such as Gottfried Leibniz and Jean Bernouilli. The systemic
extension of astronomers’ insight into Kepler’s principle was Carl F. Gauss’s implicit invention of the tensor,
as in his discovery of the orbit of Ceres. The crucial addition to that is presented by such followers of Gauss,
as Abel, Dirichlet, and Riemann.
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I. That Higher Principle of Science
The subject which I address in this report, falls, historically, under the heading of the domain of the Platonic hypothesizing of the higher hypothesis.
In any competent representation of that principle, as
that of a number of scientific thinkers in the Platonic
tradition, hypothesis negates the beliefs associated with
raw sense-perception, doing so in the principled manner
which Johannes Kepler presents in his uniquely exemplary, original discovery of a universal physical principle of gravitation, in his The Harmonies of the Worlds.
There, Kepler juxtaposes the incommensurate senses of
sight and harmonic hearing paradoxically; he defines a
measurable value for that, and a proof of a principle of
universal gravitation, a notion whose substantiality lies
outside the domain of simple sense-perceptions as
such.
Those universal principles which those considerations demand, have been defined by me in work which
I have presented as defining the distinction of the human
mind from the mere imageries of sense-perception, with
special emphasis on a necessary ridiculing of the effects of limiting human sense-perception itself to “the
five senses.”
For those thinking of the domain of “hypothesizing
an higher hypothesis,” Albert Einstein is to be situated
as reviewing the broader implications of the discovery
of the principle of gravitation by Kepler, the avowed
follower of Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa; that in the way
Kepler poses an higher hypothesis.
Thus, Kepler’s discovery of gravitation implies necessarily, as Einstein recognizes, that the universe which
contains this discovered principle of gravitation, defines a universe which is implicitly a finite universe, but
one without an efficient boundary. It is to become more
widely recognized as a universe defined by the absence
of the existence of “empty space,” a universe permeated
with cosmic radiation, but with singularities, rather
than a universe with regions of “empty space” presumed to contain “particles.” Einstein’s discovery of
crucial aspects of that higher reality, is implicitly based
on the work of Niels Hendrik Abel, the discoveries of
Lejeune Dirichlet, and the revolution launched by Ber. The presently known form of the Periodic Table is preserved in all its
essentials but the notion of particles, eliminating the residue of an a-priorist notion of “space-time,” ridding us of the burden of belief in a spectacle like that of a vision of particular “ raisins” speckling what were
otherwise deemed an “empty space.”
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nhard Riemann, as Riemann’s work is reflected
as a subject of concern in
Riemann’s treatment of
Abelian functions.
Some among my young
associates of the ranks of
our “basement” project
have emphasized these
facts; but, this emphasis
does not yet go far enough;
our error of omission on
that account, which strikes
us if we permit ourselves
to pause at that point of
contemplation, is that we
must now recognize that
Creative Commons
we are still treating the
universe we are describing
as an object of our contempagan “gods of Mount Olympus,” such as the sons of Kronos—(left to right) Zeus, Poseidon,
plation, rather than, cor- The
and Aides (Hades)—were the mythological personages who represented the oligarchical
rectly, seeing the higher principle, that distinguished the “gods” from mere mortals.
authority in that universe
as contemplating us in His
active manner.
thetically erring, nominally “Christian,” or other reliTherefore, let us shift gears at this point in the disgious cults which degrade the notion of a universal
cussion. For reasons which I shall make clear, in due
power in the universe to the caricature-like image of a
course, here, we must speak of the concept of “God.” I
nation’s monarch, as this problem is typified by the Emperor Constantine’s attempts to situate a legalized, synmean that “Creator” which is the subject of Genesis 1.
The role of the notion of that Creator for physical scicretized cult in the abused name of Christianity within
ence, will be made clearer, in due course, later in this
a pagan Roman Pantheon, through imperial control
present report.
over the bishops.
To be certain we are actually referring to that CreThe Example: The Sons of Kronos
ator, we must now turn our immediate attention to deSince this report’s emphasis is placed upon the
voting some space to the clearing away of the use of the
global maritime-cultural systems rooted in the Mediterterm “gods” which we encounter in not only the pagan
ranean, the apparent concept of “the pagan gods” is typGreek legendry of Homer, but the terms with a similar
ified for our requirements here, by the type of the mariconnotation of the plural term “gods” when the latter
time system of those sons (and reputed parricides) of
term is used, as by the exemplary Mesopotamian and
Kronos known as Zeus, Poseidon, and Aides (or Hades).
Delphic forms of oligarchical cults, to denote reference
An equivalent usage is met in the similar cases of reignto a certain type of ruling “race,” or social “class” of
ing forms of those ancient maritime-rooted cultures in
rulers, or numerous similar cases found among the pathe Americas which appear during and following the
period of melting of the last great glaciation. The char. This is to say: “Without considering the syncretic elements,” such as
“The Garden of Eden,” which were added under the directions of such
acteristic of those specific types of social strata which
as those pagan Babylonian and later Achaemenid captors of the captive
are associated with the skills inherited from a trans-oce-

Hebrew scholars who had been assigned to add pagan ornaments to the
original Mosaic texts. Or, similarly, the case of the Emperor Constantine
who sought to confine the Christian doctrine to its share in a niche in the
confines of his imperial Pantheon.
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. What Hildebrand did, later, to the regulation of the Christian bishops, is yet another matter.
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anic maritime culture, is located in manifest experience
of extended periods of the practice of long-ranging
trans-oceanic navigation, as is suggested by the example of the Homeric Odyssey. The “celestial” knowledge which such maritime cultures require to exist in
recognizable forms of expression, corresponds to what
I have lately defined under the improved choice of
heading, that of what I have chosen with improved precision under the title of “cultural-economic platforms.”
Thus, the known maritime cultures which appear to
us within the recorded evidence of the recent ten thousand years or so, as since the flooding of the post-glacial lake which the Black Sea had been prior to the inrush of Mediterranean salt water, exhibit a pattern of
social-caste division between a maritime population
which has the characteristics of those often termed the
relatively ancient “gods,” as distinct from the “mere
mortals.” This historical pattern also appears in the relevant regions of the Americas, as also in the orbits of
the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean, for example. Bal
Gangadhar Tilak’s Orion and Arctic Home in the
Vedas, present exemplary cases.
The ancient “Greeks” properly attributed by Homer
as being such as the Akhaians of the Trojan War time,
present a relevant reference, as, apparently, do the ancient Egyptians, Hittite iron culture, the maritime tyranny of ancient Tyre, or the founders of Sumer. These
cases are among the relevant bench-marks. Ancient
maritime cultures, for better or for worse, dominate
known post-glacial cultures almost absolutely, until a
definitive sort of initial breakthrough to establish, under
Charlemagne, the specific quality of continental riparian systems based on linking of principal river systems
by canal-systems.
It is the latter development of riparian systems,
which served as the structure on which the Nineteenth-century spread of railway systems depended
initially, including the crucial, further development of
trans-continental railway systems within our United
States. It is the appearance of those latter systems
modeled upon the precedent of the U.S.A.’s transcontinental railway system, which marks that presently
continuing conflict between maritime imperialism
and land-based modern society, a period of massmurderous warfare which erupted with the 1890
ouster of Germany’s Bismarck, a global “geopolitical” conflict, which has been the determining issue of
the1890-2010 interval of what the British empire has
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launched as the “permanent world warfare” up to the
present moment.
Thus, the concept of “the Olympian sons of the murdered Kronos” and those parricides’ subsequent conflict
with a then contemporary Prometheus, has been the
typical image-pattern of the principal cultural force in
now globally extended European culture and its global
warfare up through the present instant of an onrushing
state of global breakdown-crisis.
The attribution of the notional conception of “gods”
to the tyranny exerted by such maritime cultures as that
of the “Olympians” under the leadership of such as
Poseidon, is the most useful image, pedagogically, in
referring to the practical implications of a notion of a
class of (frankly) pro-Satanic “gods,” as distinct from,
and opposed to the notion of “God The Creator,” which
is the crucial issue which must now be settled, as a
matter of science, with a degree of “finality.”
That distinction of the oligarchical “gods” from the
“mere mortals,” is what is typified by the murderous
doctrine of what is known, still today, as the World
Wildlife Fund (WWF) authored by Britain’s Prince
Philip and the Netherlands’ late Prince Bernhard. We
have, similarly, the essentially evil economic policies
inherent in the British intelligence service’s Cambridge
Apostles and their products, the latter such as the Club
of Rome and the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) presently. The relevant doctrine
of the oligarchical interests of ancient and modern maritime cultures, as of the type of Princes Philip and Bernhard, is that the “rule of the gods” could be secured
only by keeping the mass of the population both relatively stupid, and limited in allowed numbers of living
human individuals, as according to both the WWF and
the fascistic dogma of “creative destruction” of Joseph
Schumpeter. Today’s frankly satanic, dionysian cults of
so-called “environmentalism” are the present expression of that ancient evil of the same cult of Dionysos
which gave us the “French disease” of Italian fascism,
and Nazism.
The principal Classical model for understanding the
subject of this historical view, has been Aeschylus’ Prometheus Trilogy. That tradition is typified for modern
times, as in the form of the “green” policy of such depraved creatures as the devotees of Bertrand Russell
and the generality of anti-nuclear fanatics today, including U.S. President Barack Obama. This is also expressed, as I have said, by the fascist model of society
pioneered by Friedrich Nietzsche’s, Werner Sombart’s
EIR November 12, 2010

and Joseph Schumpeter’s doctrine of “creative destruction,” also, still today.
Today’s pro-fascist, “enviromentalist” doctrine of
“population control” was already the central topical issue
of the ancient Aeschylus’s Prometheus Trilogy, and has
been the essential social characteristic of the Delphi
Apollo cult’s Apollonian and Dionysian aspects. Keeping the general population relatively stupid and brutish
through the instrumentality of cults such as the a-priorism of Euclidean geometry and dionysian campaigns of
hatred against reason, have been the most essential, and
enduring traditions of the same cult of Delphi which used
its mystical mumbo-jumbo as a tool for organizing the
kind of mutual destruction prescribed by such followers
of Paolo Sarpi as the admirers of Isaac Newton, among
what had been relatively civilized cultures of modern
times.
I refer to such exemplary cases as the Trojan and
Peloponnesian wars, as echoed by the policy of the British empire since the Seven Years War, that through the
same model used for orchestrating the Napoleonic Wars,
two “World Wars,” the “Cold War,” the perpetual Middle
East warfare conducted in the traditions of Britain’s
“Young Turk” cult, and the perpetual state of MiddleEast warfare conducted, to the present day, under the
specifications of the Sykes-Picot agreement. In other
words, the British intelligence service’s use of its agent
Alexander Helphand (aka “Parvus”) in authoring the still
persisting strategic doctrine of “permanent warfare, permanent revolution” which British (Fabian Society) intelligence operative Helphand foisted on the particular dupe
usually referenced as Helphand’s sometimes dupe Leon
D. Trotsky.
. Cf. Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra. Larry Summers,
lately a co-author of the U.S. Obama Presidency, has been a notable, and
rabid follower of this same, pro-Hitlerian dogma adopted by the U.S.
Obama Administration health-care policy. The contemporary use of the
term “fascism” is traced from the Mussolini dictatorship in Italy. Until
that time, what has become known as “fascism” was expressed, chiefly,
by such French models as the Reign of Terror and the Bonapartist reigns,
or, simply, “Caesarism” earlier.
. “Young Turk” is typical of British Nineteenth-century cult-formations such as the “Young Europe,” “Young Italy,” and so on, as concocted by then British intelligence chief Lord Palmerston. “Young
America” was the treasonous Palmerston concoction otherwise known
as “The Confederate States of America.”
. Although Helphand’s British-intelligence pedigree is better known
for his role as a British armaments trafficker, his adoption by the Fabian
Society was originally defined by Helphand’s meeting with Frederick
Engels, whence he was deployed to orchestrate the “left-wing” SocialDemocratic press in Germany, that in concert with his asset, Karl Radek,
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The importance of such just-listed connections for
our purposes here, today, is that the essential issue of
strategy in the history of the Mediterranean region and
beyond, had never been set into motion by the peoples
thus engaged in killing one another; rather, these conflicts were orchestrated among the largely witless, or
half-witted dupes among leaders of nations. This was
accomplished through the use of devices of mass social
control whose intent was, as in the case of the Homeric
accounts of the Trojan War and the Peloponnesian War,
or British imperialism’s initial triumph through the
“Seven Years War” of 1756-63, or the Napoleonic Wars,
a reflection of the intent of bringing about the mutual
ruin of those nations and analogous bodies, through
long wars between the assembled sets of dupes. That is
the essential strategic-imperial principle of the constitution of the British Empire from the February 1763
Peace of Paris, to the present day.
Thus, under ancient Roman imperial warfare, for
example, the political system of the relevant regions of
the planet, Roman law made a categorical distinction in
essential law between empire and nation, and, thus, between “emperors” and mere “kings.” Only the empire
was accorded the authority to make law; the mere kings
could merely reign over their territories, and fight wars,
to Roman imperial advantage, against, and among the
implicitly silly other kings.

Some Other Examples
To illustrate the point made above, consider the following:
Under the Prince of Wales, Britain compacted an
agreement with Japan’s Mikado, circa 1894, for an alliance in permanent warfare against China and Russia.
This arrangement set into motion the continuing AngloJapan warfare against China in 1894-95, as extended
against Russia in 1905. The effects continued into the
1941 Japan attack on Pearl Harbor, and the August 1945
surrender of Japan to General Douglas MacArthur.
This same British-Japan alliance against China and
Russia, had been extended to include the United States
as a target, since the early 1920s, of the side-effects of
this warfare. It was the British-Japan 1920s plan for
attacks on the U.S.A., and, the Pearl Harbor base in
the same asset used for negotiating the German backing for V.I. Lenin’s
famous train-ride from Switzerland into Finland and revolutionary
Russia. Thus, Trotsky and Bukharin “saved the British empire’s imperial ass” in the Brest-Litovsk negotiations.

Feature  

been foisted upon President Franklin Roosevelt
as his Vice-President-elect of 1944.
Then, when France had fallen, and the United
States was brought to the rescue of Britain, Japan
broke its continued alliance with Britain, that
done in order to carry forward Japan’s intention
to destroy both the United States and the AngloDutch empire in Asia. This was done according
to Japan’s perceived greater interest in the destruction of the United States which had been the
joint intention of both the British empire and
Japan since the earlier 1920s plan, by, originally,
both the British and Japan, for the Japan attack
on Pearl Harbor.
Japan’s conduct in actually launching the longThe British and Japanese empires formed an alliance, ca. 1894, for war
prepared attack on Pearl Harbor, acting thus as a
against China and Russia, which set in motion a continuous conflict,
former
British ally against the United States, as
leading to the 1941 Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, and ultimately, the
also against China and Russia, was not that Japan
surrender of Japan to the U.S. Supreme Allied Commander Gen.
Douglas MacArthur. MacArthur is shown here signing the formal
wished that war to occur under the conditions of
surrender agreement on the USS Missouri, in Tokyo, Sept. 2, 1945.
that immediate time, but that the launching of the
attack on Pearl Harbor without support from what
particular, which had launched the actual attack on the
had been its anti-U.S.A. British ally, was considered, as
U.S.A. in 1941.
the debates within Japan on that actual attack showed, as
Thus, from about 1895 until some time, as from case
being virtually a possibly suicidal act of desperation by
to case, between 1940 and 1941, the British Empire had
the calculations of Japan itself, for reason of that specific
been the chief authority behind the intention to engage
set of global circumstances. For, if the U.S. were to succeed in rescuing Britain from the Nazis, the success of the
Germany and the Soviet Union in a war of mutual destruction, while, during the same general lapse of time,
U.S.A. would put an end to Japan’s imperial intentions
the Anglo-French and related interests, such as fascist
since its 1890s agreement with the British Prince of Wales.
Italy, sat out the process of the mutual destruction of the
Japan caught between the great powers respectively represented by the English-speaking rivals, the British
nations of Central Europe. Japan was nominally still an
Empire and the U.S.A., was thus placed in the position
ally of Nazi Germany and of the British at that time,
that when it actually launched the attack against Pearl
until the Wehrmacht breached the “western line,” and
Harbor, Japan already knew full well, that it had thus
had overrun continental Europe west of the Soviet
launched a war against the U.S.A. which Japan’s relevant
border. This British scheme known as “World War I,”
leaders regarded as an act of strategic desperation.
was made feasible through, chiefly, the assassination of
Such is the prevalent, if not entirely infallible nature
U.S. President William McKinley, thus bringing to
of the shifting strategic arrays of a world dominated by
power the Vice-President Theodore Roosevelt foisted
a set of virtually kaleidosopic effects of British imperial
upon McKinley by the London-steered Wall Street gang
strategy since the Seven Years War and that 1763 Peace
within the Republican Party, all in much that same fashion in which Wall Street stooge Harry S Truman had
of Paris which established the British East India Company as an imperial power.
It is relevant, that Franklin Roosevelt had a specific
. In the early 1920s, the U.S. military had developed a set of war plans
strategic purpose for the United States under the cirwhich included the subjects of Britain, Japan, Germany, et al. It was
under the U.S. war plan for the contingency of the attack on the U.S.A.
cumstances of World War II and its conclusion. Stalin’s
by joint action of Japan and British forces leading attacks of naval forces
intention toward a United States under a Presidency
against the United States that General Billy Mitchell had developed that
like that of President Franklin Roosevelt, was also clear
notion of the naval defense of the U.S.A. by the development of air-craft
carriers. It was a pro-British circle within the U.S. Federal establishment who had rigged the military trial of Billy Mitchell.
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. Cf. U.S.A. war-plans “Red” and “Orange.”
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and sincerely so. It was only the
insight, in their own life-times,
deaths of, first, Franklin Roosinto the actually scientific meanevelt, and, later, Josef Stalin,
ing of “imperialism.”
that allowed the conflict between
Since the decline of Babylon
British puppet-President Harry
and what is called “The Persian
S Truman and a Soviet Union
Empire,” all notable warfare has
under Josef Stalin to proceed
been dominated by empires such
toward a threatened thermonuas that of Rome, Byzantium, the
clear conflict. The cases of the
Habsburg tyrannies, and the
policies of Dwight Eisenhower,
British Empire.
Douglas MacArthur, and “Wild
So, that remains the actual
Bill” Donovan remained, that
case today.
for as long as they and their coExamining warfare, from the
thinkers lived as influential reptop down, over the interval from
resentatives of the true patriots
the Peloponnesian War, into the
of our United States, they represent day, the empires, such as
mained a powerful influence in
today’s British Empire, an empire
U.S. policy. This continued until
which now controls the U.S.A.
the effects of British imperial
top-down, for as long as British
success in ruining the U.S.A.
puppet Barack Obama remains
itself through a decade of lunatic
President, have managed wars as
The revolutionary Polish-German intellectual
warfare in Indo-China.
the Roman Empire did, by orchestrating the duped nations or
The continuing British impe- Rosa Luxemburg (1871-1919) was one of a
handful of 20th-Century economists to understand
rial interest through all of these “imperialism” as a system of international
the like which were orchestrated
developments since the “Seven monetarist loans.
into wars against one another
Years War,” to the present day,
under the direction of an imperial
has been the included, and featured intention of that new
force transcending the nominally sovereign nation-states
Venetian interest of the Venetian Party faction of Sarpi et
and the like, who usually butchered one another in ways
al., which has been the chief agency behind the efforts to
which kept the imperial overlords in the saddle.
prevent, and later to destroy what would become the
Thus, the assassination arranged at a high, international level, to eliminate a President John F. Kennedy
“unique model” of our constitutional United States. This
who refused to accept the British intention to ruin the
British intention has continued, with the qualification
U.S.A. by sending it into the ruinous, approximate decade
that the British empire itself must not be destroyed by the
of wasting warfare in Indo-China, had enabled the Britrisk for Britain in making such treacherous adjustments
ish, by 1968-1971, to destroy the U.S. economy to such
in its current, temporary rosters of “friend and foe.”
a degree that the Anglo-American oligarchical interest
Presently, the successive U.S. Presidencies of George
was able to wreck the U.S. economy to a point of near
W. Bush, Jr. and Barack Obama, have combined effects
destruction over the 1971-2010 interval. The British emaimed at the destruction of the United States (on behalf
pire’s clear control over the U.S.A., was established by
of the British Empire), but, this time, the British Empire
the coincidental actions of the August 1971 break-up of
would not outlive its efforts to destroy our United States.
the Franklin Roosevelt “fixed-exchange-rate” system,
History’s patience with continued existence of the British Empire is now worn out.
and the launching of the intended replacement of U.S.
independence by the launching of what has been Lord
The Brutish Empire
Jacob Rothschild’s launching of the Inter-Alpha Group,
Meanwhile, excepting the case of the economist
a financier empire which dominates an estimated 70% of
Rosa Luxemburg, until the work of the U.S. State Dethe world’s banking systems currently.
partment’s Herbert Feis, and until my own case, it is
Consider the essential background for this pattern of
apparently the case, that almost none of the Twentieth
developments over the 1890-2010 interval.
Century’s notable economists has shown a competent
Rosa Luxemburg, in her time, like historian Herbert
November 12, 2010
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Feis later, recognized imperialism as expressed by a
system of international monetarist loans. Typical is the
just stated fact of such developments as the launching
of the imperial Inter-Alpha Group, which was organized under Britain’s Lord Jacob Rothschild, on behalf
of the British monarchy, in the same year, 1971, that the
perennially drug-trafficking British monarchy’s imperial assets inside the United States, under Richard
Nixon, sank the sovereignty of the U.S. dollar. British
puppet-President Barack Obama’s protection of the
London-protected drug-traffickers of the Afghanistan
trade, is typical today.
For example: the British launching of what became
World Wars I and II, was put on the launching-pad in
1890, with the ouster of Germany’s Chancellor Otto
von Bismarck. The assassination of France’s President
Sadi Carnot and the orchestration of the Dreyfus case,
were early elements of this change; the British launching of Japan’s wars against China and, later, Russia,
were expressions of this continuing process.
The issue which prompted the British to organize
events of the 1890s such as the British Treaty agreement’s pact with Japan for perpetual, “geopolitical”
warfare against China, Korea, and Russia, is typical.
The relevant, so-called “issue” was the successful
launching of both the U.S. trans-continental railway
system, and the echoes of that same kind of achievement by a united Germany and Russia. The assassination of U.S. President William McKinley by an imported European assassin, via New York’s Henry Street
Settlement House, was a crucial part of the same process, historically, in effect, a “9-11” attack which
brought in the nephew of the top spy, James Bulloch,
the loving uncle of President Theodore Roosevelt, the
Bulloch who was used, as the London-based, chief spy
working against the United States during that British
not-so-surrogate war against the United States which is
called our nation’s “Civil War,” by the British empire,
for the launching of that attack on our United States.
The British Empire’s direction of the 1905 RussoJapan war, was, in crucial part, a reaction against the
U.S.-prompted spread of transcontinental railway systems which, by their very existence threatened the British domination of the world through maritime power.
Hence British imperial rage against the “geopolitical”
threat of the spread of continental railway systems, since
the British-directed ouster of Germany’s Chancellor Bismarck, in a British imperialist rage which is fully continued up through the present date. Two world wars and the
12
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so-called “Cold War” launched by Britain’s Churchill
and his Wall Street-linked stooge Harry S Truman, were
already the continuing expression of that British imperial
reaction, up through the British monarchy’s current imperialist threats against any restoration of the Glass-Steagall law, a law on which the very continued existence of
our United States depends today.
So, it can be fairly said today, that without an action
like that of the assassination of President William
McKinley, Britain could not have launched World War
I successfully against what had been the McKinley
Presidency of the U.S.A., and could not have sustained
Britain’s imperial policy today, without the use of imported assassins to assassinate President John F. Kennedy; without the assassination of President Kennedy,
the United States could not have been ruined, as it has
been, by the virtually decade-long war in Indo-China.
Contrary views of those portions of world history,
are to be recognized as simply childishness. Popular?
Yes; but, childishness nonetheless.

God, or “gods”?
I have emphasized, repeatedly, in sundry relevant
publications and on sundry occasions, the example of
Johannes Kepler’s uniquely successful method for the
discovery of the principle of universal gravitation. That
specific discovery has proven itself, in its effects, to be
sufficient evidence of the systemic failure of all Kepler’s notable opponents in both this and related matters of the fundamental principles of physical science.
However, the most notable aspect of this history,
from the Peloponnesian War to the present moment of
an onrushing, global, economic breakdown-crisis, has
been the crucial role of what is called “Malthusianism,”
such as that of the pro-genocidal World Wildlife Fund
(WWF), the Club of Rome, the Cambridge University
offshoot of the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), and the U.S. Administration of
the pathetic narcissist Barack Obama whose threatened
scheme for what would probably become the British
burning down the “White House” for a second time, is
expressed by the intention to place Solar reflectors on
the White House roof!10
. Had President John F. Kennedy not been assassinated, the British
empire could not have brought about the relative destruction of the
U.S.A. through the prolonged draining of the U.S. war in Indo-China.
10. Notably, the former President Jimmy Carter, who had been duped
into foisting that scheme on the White House, had thus prompted President Ronald Reagan to remove that recklessly conceived obscenity.
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The alternative to such
follies as those which I have
examined in the preceding
pages of this present chapter, implicitly defines the
need for replacing the customary policy-shaping of
this planet by imposing a
certain, higher principle of
science.
This brings us to the
needed, brief emphasis,
here, on the relevance of the
functional distinction between “God” and “the gods”
of Olympus and the like.
LPACTV
When we consider the
The
LaRouche
“Basement
Team”
has
moved
beyond
the
notion
of
“empty
space”
in
which
implications of the trilogy
particles bounce around, to that of singularities within a universal domain of pervasive cosmic
of “Noösphere,” “Bio- radiation. This concept is developed in the LPAC video, “Our Extraterrestrial Imperative II,”
sphere,” and “Lithosphere,” from which this image, showing the Solar System on its journey through the Milky Way Galaxy,
as this trio of interdepen- is taken (www.larouchepac.com/node/16049).
dent phase-spaces was defined by Academician V.I. Vernadsky, the systemic imII. The Subject of the Human Mind
plication is that the universe is enveloped by the
Now, against the background laid out in the preNoösphere, which, therefore, envelops the distinguishceding chapter:
ing quality of the creative powers of the individual
mind, and, which, in turn, dominates the Biosphere,
In much of the most relevant historical background
which, in turn, dominates the Lithosphere. That is to
identified, from this point in the report, onward, our atsay, that the universe itself expresses the specific trait of
tention here will be centered on the implications of two
the Noösphere, a trait which is echoed in the essential
principal conceptions which should be considered as
distinction of the human species from the Biosphere
the hallmarks of what will represent a qualitatively new
otherwise. Implicitly, the higher, universal expression
phase in mankind’s practice of a science of physical
of the Noösphere typifies a God which is echoed in the
economy. The matter to be considered on that account,
form of the specifically creative (noëtic) potential of the
appropriately developed human individual.
as during the remainder of this present report, is a subject which, in its kernel, is composed of the following,
As for the attribution of “gods” to men and women
leading considerations:
otherwise, that is essentially nonsense. The argument
(1) On the first account, we must consider a conthis set of distinctions demands be developed, is to be
ception of the human mind which transcends all hithargued here as follows, as “The Subject of the Human
Mind.”
erto leading forms of customary usages, by virtue of the
absolute terms of reference which we employ here. This
is, in the first instance, a conception which I have alBoth Carter and now Barack Obama were, like Larry Summers and the
ready identified, although only in broad terms, on sevcurrent British Royal Family’s naked “creative destructionists,” in the
eral occasions during the recent several years. This part
footsteps of Nietzsche, Werner Sombart, and Joseph Schumpeter.
Nietzsche died too soon be actually awarded a Nazi party card; the best
of the argument, is of capital importance for correcting
information is that Nazi fellow-traveler Sombart did not actually take
those opposing, mistaken views which are, admittedly,
out a membership, and that Joseph Schumpeter spread what is, in prinprevalent, even among many professionals today, but
ciple, the same Nazi-like dogma through channels in the English-speakare
views which are thoroughly incompetent, while
ing world, channels such as Prime Minister Tony Blair, and before him,
Harold Wilson.
generally accepted misconceptions of economy.
November 12, 2010
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(2) Second: there is the matter of a closely related
principle, which affirms, but also reaches far beyond
what had been recognized earlier among outstanding
specialists today; a crucial addition, based in the corrected notion of the subject of the human mind, to be
applied to certain deeper implications of Albert Einstein’s own notion of general relativity.
The resulting conclusion, is an implied transformation of the otherwise defined “Periodic Table of Elements,” away from the notion of particles within space,
first, to that of the function of singularities within a universal domain of pervasive cosmic radiation: a reality
in which space-as-such no longer exists for us; beyond
that, this brings us to what is essentially a radically
newer conception of the implications of the term “spacetime.” This radically new conception, as emphasized
here, completely overwhelms what had been attempted
in earlier approximations.
The combined considerations which I have, thus, set
before you here, thus far, are not actually novelties of my
creation; they are overdue conclusions, for which the related conclusions have already been mandated by more
or less long-standing evidence established by others and
also by me as a currently leading economic forecaster of
the world, a process which has been ongoing over the
course of more than a century. In short, the burden of
failures in this field, lies with those who have clung stubbornly to what should have been recognized as what I
have repeatedly proven to have been discreditable presumptions which have produced great errors and great
margins of error, as since the close of August 2007.
The latter of these two phases of development of the
foundations of a competent practice of economic science, is, currently, chiefly, a subject of the ongoing attention of the relevant “Basement Team.”11 The related
conception, that of the human mind as such, is, emphatically, my own special responsibility here. Despite
those distinctions, the relationship between the two
subject-matters is essential, reciprocally, to each.
I explain.
The subject of cosmic radiation, requires our deeper
insight into the specific potential of the human mind, as
distinctly separate from mere brain functions as such.
The mind views what are merely brain functions, as
11. There are of course, some leading economists in practice who are
competent in what they do as professionals. It is the principles of a true
physical science of economy which remain to be cultivated sufficiently
for the world’s currently leading needs.
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such, as an object which that mind-as-such must create
if it is to exist in the form of a universal physical principle, or its likeness.12 Some implications of this subject of the human mind’s behavior, were explored by
Wolfgang Köhler; but, there is another approach, rather
than that of Köhler, to the understanding of such phenomena. That alternate approach is one which I have
introduced repeatedly on earlier occasions, but which I
press here in a more definitive manner. This time, I
focus on the implications of the subject of cosmic radiation, as placed in view by the problems posed by the
richly paradoxical intersections of the work of Albert
Einstein with the relevant aspects of the work of the
younger Louis de Broglie.
It is of not merely great, but crucial importance to be
emphasized, that what are considered “particles,” are
not merely singularities, but that, as I shall elaborate,
requires us to adopt a corrected view, a view which is
now of the greatest degree of importance for the impending forms of progress in the practice of science
generally today.
Therefore, I proceed now, accordingly. I shall explain, in due course, the immediately foregoing caveat
which I have just expressed.
First, review the argument which I have presented
in earlier treatments of this same subject-area.

The Human Mind: Ontologically
What had been, heretofore, the customary, modern
definition of “matter, space, and time,” has been premised, implicitly, and erroneously, on the implied, or
even explicitly demanded, popular presumption, that
the human mind is chiefly an extension of about five
qualities of sense-perceptual experience.13
That much taken into account, there is an already
crucial source of contrary, popular, but clearly erroneous—even absurd, even actually fraudulent presumptions, such as those met in the following matters.
12. What I have often referred to as the “third section” of Bernhard
Riemann’s 1854 habilitation dissertation shows its crucial importance
in this way.
13. The concluding paragraphs of Percy Bysshe Shelley’s A Defence
of Poetry present us with evidence of an implied power of communication which lies outside the standard assumptions respecting sense-perception. In particular, the electromagnetic domain provides forms of
communication, including implied human mass-communication which
are to be located “outside” the limits of ordinary sense-perception. This
also implies considerations beyond the bounds of the views proffered by
the younger de Broglie.
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All such, and related presumptions of presently
prevalent modern European cultural traditions, including physical-science presumptions generally, are premised, from Aristotle through Paolo Sarpi, and beyond,
on the arbitrary, and actually false belief in something
implicitly akin to the notion of a universal principle of
entropy (e.g., the fraud of a “second law of thermodynamics”). The most crucial of the functional implications of that superstitious belief in “universal entropy,”
can be traced conveniently, for our discussion, not only
from the precedents of the dogma of Aristotle and Paolo
Sarpi, but through Rudolf Clausius, Bertrand Russell,
John von Neumann, et al., or, as otherwise reflected in
the absurd, essentially a-prioristic, merely mathematical notions of the ontological presumptions of Euclidean geometry and its variants. Those morally debased
derivatives of Aristotle which are also inherent in the
dogma of the empiricism of Paolo Sarpi and his imitator Adam Smith,14 or even much more debased notions,
underly the systemic failures of most systemic dogma
respecting the functional relationship of the human
mind to the universe which we inhabit.
The intrinsic incompetence of all monetarist doctrine lies, essentially, in the reliance on an “a-prioristic”
presumption of the type associated with the delusion
that the universe is organized according to the merely
mathematical presumptions of the sickly-minded reductionists, such as those of such notable devotees of
Isaac Newton and Adam Smith as Leonhard Euler,
Pierre-Simon Laplace, Augustin Cauchy, Rudolf Clausius, Karl Weierstrass, and the mere mathematicians
such as both the more respectable David Hilbert and the
utterly despicable Bertrand Russell and his devotees.15
The fact of the matter, respecting our immediate
galaxy and its subsumed general features, on down, is
that the universe itself is a process of ongoing noëtic
development, a universe which is, implicitly, finite but
unbounded, as Albert Einstein attributed such a conclusion to the implications of the original discovery of
what was the, unfortunately, relatively rare case of a
sane sort of a modern scientist: a universal principle of
gravitation by Johannes Kepler, the implications presented in detail in Kepler’s Harmonies of the Worlds.

Stahl-Zentrum

“Mankind is the only species which not only chooses to use
fire, but whose continued existence depends upon the
intentional application of ‘fire’ as a trend of rise in relatively
increased energy-flux density of action.” Shown: A blast
furnace in a steelmaking plant.

This notion implies a corresponding, inherently, noëtically top-down organization of our universe, such as
from our galaxy, downward, to shaping the existence of
life on our planet Earth.16

However?!

14. The specific reference in this location, is to Smith’s 1759 Theory of
Moral Sentiments.

Since all such and contrary notions in known scientific practice are known to us as being products of
the functions of the human mind, the crucial question
posed to mankind’s own experience, may be expressed
in the following hypothesizing of an higher hypothesis: Do individual men and women create forms of
knowledge through which the universe can then be altered by them into a higher order of anti-entropic
state, as through the noëtic powers of the individual
human mind?
The best choice for illustrative designs of experiment which address those hypothesized implications,
involve the notion of such effects as increase of the
potential relative population-density of human societies through increase of the applied energy-flux-den-

15. Hilbert showed discretion in heaving both Norbert Wiener and John
v. Neumann out of Göttingen. Bertrand Russell virtually created the
latter pair.

16. Cf. LPAC, “Our Extraterrestrial Imperative-Part II” (http://larouchepac.com/node/16049).
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sity applied to improvement of the productive powers
of labor. Notably, mankind is the only species which
not only chooses to use fire, but whose continued existence depends upon the intentional application of
“fire” as a trend of rise in relatively increased energyflux density of action. The fact that the history of the
progress of cultures, per capita and per square kilometer, depends upon progress measurable in terms of increasing energy-flux-density per capita and per square
kilometer, is a crucial first step toward a richer understanding of these matters. Indeed, any society which
limits itself to a fixed upper level of energy-flux density, is a dying society, dying through a willful quality
of disposition for adopting a belief in a necessity of
entropic attrition. (A society which descends, today, to
windmills and solar collectors, is not fit to exist, and
will, in fact, not continue to exist much longer.)
Thus, for the history of European civilization, in
particular, the oligarchical social interest’s attempted
banning of the progressive use of fire by ordinary men
and women of what are implicitly designated as the
lower social classes, symbolizes the essential form of
the “tyranny of the pagan gods” prescribed by the
Olympian Zeus of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound. In
fact, already in the time of Aeschylus, the pro-Satanic,
Apollo-Dionysus cult of Delphi, was a model for what
the corrupted forms of maritime societies of that time
had adopted as the so-called “oligarchical model” of
both the Delphi Apollo-Dionysus cult and the so-called
“Persian model.” This has been the same model represented by the ultra-malthusian cult of the World Wildlife Fund of Prince Philip and the late Prince Bernhard,
as also that of cults such as the Bertrand Russell-flavored Cambridge Apostles, or, such of their offshoots
as the Club of Rome and the rabidly pro-malthusian,
Laxenberg, Austria, International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA).17
17. The case of self-designated V.I. Vernadsky adversary A.I. Oparin,
typifies the degree to which British intelligence dominated much of
Soviet Communist Party opinion on the subject of physical science.
Oparin, an advocate of the ideological nonsense of British intelligence
operative Frederick Engels, was influenced strongly by, and allied with
J.B.S. Haldane. Note the case of Engels’ role in sponsoring the British
Fabian Society’s intelligence agent, and “Young Turk”-affiliated gunrunner, Alexander Helphand (“Parvus”). Oparin became locked into the
control mechanisms of the top levels of British intelligence services, as
these corrupt connections to Russian science and political life today are
controlled by British intelligence’s International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA), which, together with the frankly fascistic
cult of Joseph Schumpeter’s “creative destruction,” is among the most
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The hypothesis must be of the form implicit in the
efforts to account for the production of life within our
Solar System as a product of a higher principle of the
immediate galaxy which the fringe of our Solar System
inhabits.18
The problem with what is widely tolerated, even
among professional circles, on this account, is that there
exist no acknowledged forms of actual universal principles in the beliefs among the followers of tyrannies of
such as old Aristotle-Euclid or modern Paolo Sarpi. In
the belief-system of the latter, there is only a fixed
system of pagan a-priori religious beliefs in the reign of
the conclusions for which no actual origin is known.19

The Human Mind: A Review
Whereas, sense-perception degrades man’s view of
the universe, either to simply objects in space, or to a
misreading of the third section of Riemann’s habilitation dissertation: the singularity which mere sense-perception attempts to define as an object in space, appears
to the functional healthy mind as an expression of the
attributed object which defines the locality of the singueffectively destructive of the British influences (e.g., Lord Jacob Rothschild’s imperial Inter-Alpha Group–1971-2010 to present date) penetrating Russian economic policies presently. Since the influence of
Arthur Burns, George Shultz, et al. on the policies of U.S. President
Richard Nixon, “creative destruction” has been the reigning economic
policy of the U.S. Federal government, a practice of “creative destruction” imported from such British figures as Prime Minister Harold
Wilson, and carried to a radical extreme under the brutishly destructive,
tragic figure of U.S. President Jimmy Carter.
18. Cf. LPAC, “Our Extraterrestrial Imperative-Part II” loc. cit.
19. It is a matter of relevant concern, at this point, sufficient to shock
some readers, especially some Russian ones, by pointing out, again, as
in a note above, that internal threat to Russia and its economy today
which is typified, as in the form of an hereditary disease. I refer, once
more, as above, to the rant of British-controlled, Soviet ideologue of
earlier times, A.I. Oparin. Oparin, whom I have identified in an earlier
note as a confessed convert of the British intelligence circles associated
with J.B.S. Haldane, produced a number of samples of the kinds of lunatic dogma which often bridged the frequent ideological connections
between certain British and Soviet circles of the nominally “Marxist”
equations. What is Life by Oparin, or his The Universe co-authored
with V.G. Fesenkov (Moscow,1960), are typical. It were sufficient to
examine the Preface of that latter small book, co-authored by that pair,
and its first chapter, composed by Oparin, to identify the virtual “pulp
fiction”-quality of pseudo-scientific trash counterposed by the form of
argument employed by those two against the rigor of the work of their
chief hate-object of that time, Academician V.I. Vernadsky. The same
quality of trash, is actually of British academic origins such as the circles of Bertrand Russell and the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) in economics, and the admirers of Lord Jacob
Rothschild’s Inter-Alpha Group concoction, “the BRIC,” still today.
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larity in space-time. There is no existing “empty space”
to contain the singularity as an object “in space.”
The fact of this absence of an actual “empty space,”
should prompt us to undertake a radically profound
review of the nature of those powers of the individual
human mind which prevail beyond what is still generally regarded as the individual human mind, beyond the
mere five-plus, presumed sense-powers of the human
individual.
Read this distinction as follows.

fessor David Hilbert.20
Turn attention, briefly, to Hilbert’s own errors.
The sundry “Genealogy of Mathematics” schemes,
include those from opposing currents of, on the one side,
the Austrian School of Ernst Mach and the German reductionist school of David Hilbert, and, on the other side,
Bertrand Russell. Russell’s Principles of Mathematics,
and his role in Principia Mathematica, feature arguments of Russell which have become, since the 1920s, a
leading factor in the attempted, widely successful destruction of science, and in the promotion of the corre-

III. What Is Your Mind—Really?

20. A crucial feature of the failure of David Hilbert’s “Genealogy of
Mathematics” must be traced in Nineteenth-century history to the work
of the mathematicians Rudolf Clausius and Hermann Grassmann, both
of whom can be considered as founders of the hoax known as a modern
“second law of thermodynamics.” Together with Karl Weierstrass,
Clausius is among those who opposed a science of physics in the name
of an a-priorist mathematics. Fanatics such as Professor Norbert Wiener
and John von Neumann, are products of a wildly anti-science fanaticism
launched in Bertrand Russell’s pre-emption of the content of the Russell-Whitehead Principia Mathematica. Alfred North Whitehead has
spoken on Russell’s role for himself. Both are reductionists; but Russell’s is essentially crude, like the product of his follower John von Neumann. This utterly depraved Russell’s influence, came to dominate British-controlled, world science over the course of the Seventh Solvay
Conference and its outgrowths. This has been the leading edge of the
corruption of the academic teaching of physical and social science since
that time. Wiener’s Cybernetics was written with initial emphasis on
technologies of “automation” which were feasible for that time, but, as
he made clear through fraudulent elements in later portions of Cybernetics, and most clear with the frankly evil The Human Use of Human
Beings, his essential commitment was vicious, even evil.

Now, let us proceed with a resumption of the argument on the subject of the human mind which
I introduced in reports several years back. Consider the popular academic error which must be
identified, and then removed, in order to address
the real principles to be considered here now.

To moor this study in the time and space in which I
had begun this excursion into science, during my early
years, I now recall your attention to my earliest conscious recollection of the roots of my present philosophical outlook, which came at about the age of fourteen. This occurred during a time my family’s weekend
visits to Boston’s Charlestown Navy Yard had already
precluded any respectful consideration, by me, of the
essential feature of the a-priorism of
Euclid.
That experience from my adolescence, had led me toward what
became my consequent, later intention, this time over the course of the
post-World War II 1940s, to develop
an argument which I presented to
myself, an argument which was,
first of all, one which, in large part,
was a fruit of my reaction, at that
time, to the hoaxes of such as both
Professor Norbert Wiener (“information theory”) and John von Neumann’s irrationalist approach to
LPACTV
number theory, both of whom had
As
the
early
history
of
life
on
Earth
demonstrates,
species
disappear,
and
new
species
been dumped, decades earlier, as
emerge, as the result of the action of our galaxy on the planet: Life is not an
being hoaxsters, from the famous expression of plants and animals; plants and animals are a product of a universal
Göttingen University-based “Math- principle of life. This image is from the LPAC video, “Our Extraterrestrial Imperative
ematics Genealogy Project” of Pro- II” (www.larouchepac.com/node/16049).
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lated, neo-malthusian cults, up to the present day. The
widespread academic support for these latter, sundry,
radically reductionist cults, within universities, and elsewhere, has been a leading factor in the implementation of
those policies which have destroyed European civilization from the inside, since then, up to the present time.
Essentially, the argument of Russell’s followers,
those such as the hoaxsters Wiener and von Neumann,
has been specifically anti-humanistic. At first glance,
some might argue: “So, what?” Was Russell’s argument
not rooted in the reductionist follies of, most notably, a
long skein, from Euclid, through the followers of Bertrand Russell? Reductionism of that quality was what
Aristotle taught; and, that was what the prophets of
Paolo Sarpi (such as the hoaxster Adam Smith) preached
for the worst effect on society.
Russell and his followers were much, much cruder
in the essentials of their argument. What Russell’s devotees, such as both Wiener and von Neumann, preached,
was to become, in its inherent effect for society at large,
what would come to be rightly denounced as the Hitlerlike doctrine of Joseph Schumpeter’s “creative destruction,” another brand name for the same Hitler-like
social policy, of intended mass-genocide, which has
been represented by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF)
of Britain’s Prince Philip and his subsequently deceased
accomplice, the Netherlands’ Prince Bernhard.21
The essential evidence showing the fallacy of assuming a merely mathematical standard for defining physical
principles, as, for example, the followers of Bertrand
Russell have done, is to be located in the fact that the discovery of universal physical principles lies, actually,
within the domain of generating the type of proposals for
testing hypotheses which must then be subjected to experimental proof, that by methods which must be, in turn,
then be subjected to crucial experiments for presumably
universal validity of what may have been proposed as a
claimable discovery of an actually universal, physical
principle. The examples of this are to be obtained from
cases such as Johannes Kepler’s uniquely original, and
21. As Russell admitted, both he and his empiricist predecessor Paolo
Sarpi were Aristoteleans at bottom—most emphatically “at bottom.”
For them, Aristotle was for aristocrats; empiricism, was a swindle which
the dupes of hoaxsters such as Sarpi and his followers Galileo and Abbe
Antonio S. Conti considered it useful to foist on the lower classes among
the dupes of modern academic forms of intellectual life. The initiator of
the WWF was Julian Huxley, the notable brother of the drug-cultist
Aldous Huxley. The pattern of “mental health” history among Thomas
Huxley and his descendants, is a relevant part of this aspect of British
imperial political life.
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also uniquely successful discovery of the principle of
universal gravitation, as Albert Einstein assessed the implications of Kepler’s success: as implying a universe
which is finite, but not bounded.
The relevant fault in much of the history of substituting mere mathematics for science, as the sundry followers of a merely mathematical design for science
have done, is that, as illustrated as the case of Johannes
Kepler’s uniquely successful, original discovery of universal gravitation illustrates this point, that the discovery of valid universal physical principles lies entirely
outside the domain of a merely mathematical deduction, or outside what Bertrand Russell identified as the
equivalence of deduction and induction. Thus, both Aristotle and Sarpi were equally absurd in the end-game,
as this is shown sufficiently well by their a-priorist’s efforts to attribute actually physical principles to mere
mathematics, as Aristotle and Euclid had done for geometry, or, as Sarpi and Adam Smith had done, to
employ the perceptions of pleasure and pain as substitutes for principle. Such a substitution was the premise
of the followers of what Paolo Sarpi and Adam Smith
had not merely done, but had proudly confessed as what
they had done.
So, accordingly, the roots of the British monarchy’s
Anglo-Dutch Liberal system of pro-genocidal practices, such as those of the inherently mass-murderous,
Anglo-Dutch imperialist World Wildlife Fund (WWF),
are most clearly treated by the historian-dramatist Aeschylus in his Prometheus Trilogy. Aeschylus rightly
used the dramatic device of an Olympian Zeus’s banning of the use of “fire” by the planet’s so-called “lower
classes,” all done with the exact same intent currently
expressed by the official, pro-genocidal policies of the
World Wildlife Fund of today’s British—or, should we
say, “brutish”—monarchy.
However, the point which must be emphasized, that
in attempts to assess this present British policy of global
genocide, is that needed remedy for the poisonous influence of British imperialism’s ideology, must be accurately identified as that of the principle of creativity,
as I define that principle here.

What Is Human “Creativity”?
Let us not be so silly as to presume, that there is an
element of truth in what came to be known as the socalled “second law of thermodynamics;” it was a fraud
from its inception. All of the universe as we presently
know it, is truly creative in itself. The difference, on this
EIR November 12, 2010

account, between the human species and animals, in
particular, is that, whereas animal creativity, for example, is innate to the universe’s life-forms; mankind’s
creativity is specifically, intentionally, noëtic: a principled quality of intention which is ultimately ordered according to Plato’s notion of hypothesizing the higher
hypothesis; a quality of intention which does not exist
for radical reductionists such as the followers of Aristotle or Sarpi, or such frankly satanic varieties as Russell
and his followers.
For example, man’s existence depends, universally,
on what might be considered, mistakenly, as a fatal
commitment to “using up” the most advantageous
choices among the raw-materials resources being consumed at any occasion. It is only through actions which
have the effect of increasing the “potential increase of
relative energy flux-densities,” that we are able to
effect those qualities of capital-intensive advances in
the productive powers of labor which would be sufficient to more than offset the relative depletion of what
had been considered as the relatively richest of the employed sources of “raw materials.” The universe is like
that!
That point has been demonstrated beyond all sane
objections, by examining the fossil record of forms of
life on Earth. To similar effect, the case was summarized in the recently uttered science “video,” “Extraterritorial Imperative—Part II,” respecting the correlation between the periodicity experienced, by the action
of our Galaxy, on the existence and role of life within
the functional bounds of our Solar System. We now see
the “early history of life on Earth” within those galactic
parameters, and can remark with initial astonishment
on the evidence of a very long history of the domination
of life-forms on our planet in a unicellular or closely
related form. Life is not an expression of plants and animals; plants and animals are a product of a universal
principle of life.22
The case to be made, as in Genesis 1, is that the
entire universe is a continuing effect of universal creativity—universal noësis. However, nonetheless, there
is also creativity as expressed in the forms of what are
classed as non-living processes, the processes which
Academician V.I. Vernadsky defined as the Lithosphere,
22. This is illustrated by the case of the conflict between the school of
British, mechanistic ideology, as typified by A.I. Oparin’s silly What Is
Life?, as Oparin’s blunder is exposed by one of the actually greatest
scientists of the Twentieth Century, Academician V.I. Vernadsky.
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on the one hand, the creativity of the processes of living
creatures, as another, and the power of willful creativity
which is attributed only to mankind and the Creator
Himself.
The immediately foregoing are considerations
which have been proven, with relatively unique authority, by use of the method expressed by my uniquely successful accomplishments in economic forecasting—
since my Summer 1956 forecast of the most severe U.S.
economic recession to occur at some point between the
close of February and early March of the following
year. The proofs which I have supplied, have been, obviously, addressed to selected, relatively exceptional
cases; however, when the higher experimental implications of my successes in use of that Riemannian-based
method of forecasting are taken into account, those successes of mine are like “bench marks” in respect of the
way in which they express a universal principle.
My mid-1950s success as a forecaster, depended on
the fact that the combination of the policies of a foolish
Arthur Burns produced the 1957 recession, which is to
be seen more clearly when that factor is combined with
the general practice of the Adam Smith school; such an
outlook as that always neglects to take into account
those long-ranging effects of physical-economic principles, which always lead to more or less catastrophic
outcomes, as we are experiencing that effect in the extreme, presently. The follies which the reigning schools
of economists generate in this way, would not be allowed under the conditions imposed by the policies of
President Franklin Roosevelt. For just that reason, all
of the major crises of the U.S. economy during the
post-World War II period, especially since the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, have been the
product of the taught, anti-FDR doctrines of the financier community and that community’s street-walkers
of the university campuses and most among the leading press. What I had forecast in mid-1956, had been
what should have been obvious to any economist not
carrying the burden of depravities such as those of
Arthur Burns’ persuasion.
Looking more deeply into the history of similar follies of ancient through modern European civilization—
and also those of others, provides conclusive factual
knowledge of the history of mankind within the regions
bounding the Mediterranean, a view which traces the
idea of the imposition of a proximate doctrine of human
“zero growth” to a very specific, willful concoction of
depravity, to forms of society such as those of ancient
Feature
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Babylon, or Greece under the sway of
tyrannies from such as the Apollo-Dionysos cult of Delphi, to the willful imposition of a state of brutish servitude on
the greatest portion of humanity living
within that region. This were the case of
a brutish, essentially arbitrary, clearly
fraudulent policy, named “the oligarchical model,” even during those times, a
model which is typified by the proposed
two-part empire of King Philip of Macedon and the so-called “Persian Empire,”
as, also, by the contemporary “environmentalist movement” currently associated with depraved social groups which
are exemplified by the British monarchy
and such U.S. Presidents as Theodore
Roosevelt and Barack Obama.

Creative Commons

Contrary to the fraudulent pretext proffered by such depraved creatures as Prince
Philip and his genocidal World Wildlife Fund, there has never been a threat of
overpopulation! “Overpopulation of what?” LaRouche challenges: the Solar
System; the galaxy? Shown: The odious Prince and his barbaric coat of arms.

The Myth of Over-Population
“Over-population of what?” Did you not notice
that the Earth is a tiny part of our Solar System,
and that Solar System a tiny late-comer on the
fringe of the relevant galaxy?
Contrary to the fraudulent pretext proffered by such
depraved creatures as the authors and supporters of the
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) today, there was never,
from the time of known ancient cultures of the rim of
the Mediterranean, to the present day, actually a threat
of “over-population;” rather, the motive for such systemic practices of population-control, has been a specific sort of brutish lust inherent among the rule of tyrants such as those of the British Empire of today.
Indeed, the entire history of the roots and development of our United States, has been the struggle for
freedom from that brutish reign of oligarchism which
has been typified for us, most emphatically, strategically, by the continuing design of the British global financial oligarchy. This is typified by Lord Jacob Rothschild’s 1971 creation of the Inter-Alpha financial
Group (BRIC), a policy designed in effect to lead into
the final eradication of our republic, and most of the
world’s present level of population from this planet, a
feat being attempted through aid of the British-puppet
Presidency of Barack Obama now.
The present policies of Barack Obama and the head
of the Federal Reserve System, are a commitment to the
presently accelerating zooming of the death-rate among
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the majority of our citizenry, an effect propagated
through precisely the kinds of measures launched, most
emphatically, under U.S. Presidents George W. Bush,
Jr. and Barack Obama.23 That is a modern expression of
the exact-same “oligarchical model,” as defined by that
name, in agreements reached between the Persian
Empire and the ill-fated King Philip of Macedon. Any
support of such a model introduced to our republic, is
implicitly an act of treason, or a contributing effect of
the British drug-pushers’ Obama model of warfare such
as that currently ongoing in Afghanistan, against the
Federal Constitution of our United States.
The intention of that “oligarchical model,” was not,
essentially, a “sincere” concern for “over-population.”
The clear and cruel intention, like that of the health-care
policies of Britain’s Prime Minister Tony Blair and U.S.
President Obama in their respective times in those offices, has been to reduce the mass of the population to a
level of sodden, brutish depravity, just as the legacy of
the British-run Confederate States of America demanded,
until quite recently—in some places, still today, that an
23. President Obama’s “health-care policy” is entirely modeled on the
NICE program of Britain’s former Prime Minister Tony Blair, whose
health-care policies have been copies of Adolf Hitler’s notorious T-4 
health-care policy, the policy condemned at Nuremberg. All are expressions of the “creative destruction” dogma of Joseph Schumpeter and
Schumpeter’s predecessors Friedrich Nietzsche’s Thus Spake Zarathustra and of the fellow-traveler of the Nazis on this account, Werner
Sombart.
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African-American stand aside, hat held in worshipful
hand, when what was, supposedly, a gentle Caucasian
lady passed on the sidewalk, even during the greater part
of the recently past century of U.S. social life.
The intention of oligarchism is expressed as the development, spread, and preservation of a system of oligarchy, the same international policy of the British
Empire today. The intention of oligarchism is to keep the
mass of the population stupid; to that end, social formations of oligarchs must lower the allowed populationdensity of those victims, which also means to stupefy
that population respecting the uses of relevant forms of
“fire” (“energy-flux density”). Hence, the implicitly
genocidal policies of today’s virtual Jacobin mob-formations against any form of competent source of applicable
power, and in favor of substitution of monstrously costly
windmills, and inherently wasteful and essentially worse
than useless solar collectors, for sanity.
The danger to the oligarchical faction’s presumed
self-interest, is that a population may threaten to become
truly intelligent through such means as promotion of
the practice Classical artistic composition, as this was
the fear expressed by trans-Atlantic oligarchical circles,
as suppression of decency is shown in post-World War
II Europe, through the introduction of the practiced policies of “The Congress for Cultural Freedom.” Such is
life under the reign of a more than slightly maddened
Barack “Uncle Tom” Obama’s health and related care
today.
Granted, that keeping people stupid—and, therefore, also much less productive, as the narcotics and
related practices of the present Obama Presidency aim
to bring the latter effect about; the functional intent of
the oligarchical factions’ policy of population-control,
was not, in itself, the fear that people would become
more numerous; the oligarchist’s fear was that the need
to support a growing population would demand devotion to scientific and related intellectual development of
the generality of the subject population. To make a truly
literate population stupid, you must first drive them into
stupidity through driving them mad, as the trend of the
world’s so-called “environmentalist” ferment, and perpetual states of long warfare in parts of Asia and Africa
demonstrates this connection.
So, the purpose of promoting the anti-scientific
fraud known as “environmentalism” as the practice of
the British monarchy, has been to arrange a means by
which to maintain the relative power of the financially
privileged oligarchy, as in the City of London, the
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Boston Vault, Wall Street, and “The Chicago School,”
This same social policy was already the motive of
Aristotle in particular, as had already been the case
under the Cult of Delphi, which was the bitterest opponent of Plato and his legacy. That was continued as the
motive of the Emperor Constantine, in decreeing that
the Christian bishops must be under the control of the
cult of the Roman imperial Pantheon. That same fear of
the threatened development of the creative intellectual
powers of freedom by the people, was why the Emperor
Tiberius, acting from his base on the Isle of Capri, ordered the crucifixion of Jesus, and why the Emperor
Nero launched the Roman Empire’s mass slaughter of
the Christians.
To understand the roots of the Roman Empire, it is
essential to include recognition of the part played by the
negotiations conducted on the Isle of Capri between the
Octavian who was later to be known as Caesar Augustus, and a visiting pack of priests of the Middle-Eastern
Cult of Mithra. This set of negotiations arranged the
combining of the rival powers represented, respectively, by the Middle-Eastern Cult of Mithra, the ruling
cult of Egypt, and Rome itself. The resulting, pantheonic agreement, once its implementation was facilitated
by eliminating the obstacle represented by Mark Antony
and Cleopatra, cleared the way for the establishment of
a single Roman Empire reigning over no less than the
Mediterranean and its littoral. That development is the
keystone of the history of European civilization, from
that time to the present efforts to defend the new Roman
Empire which has been centered in London’s financial
center and Royal House, this time, since 1971, under
the Inter-Alpha Group of finance, through the provisions of the Maastricht agreements today.
Just so, the roots of Europe’s Mediterranean-centered form of ancient maritime imperialism, did not
begin with the emergence of imperial Rome. Imperialism, whose most characteristic feature is monetarism
(as distinct from, and opposed to modern sovereign systems of national credit, such as that of the U.S. Federal
Constitution), had already paralleled the array of rivals’
inland and maritime forms for more than a millennium,
prior to the reign of an arbitrary single rulership by an
imperial monetarist system which had been established
through the fruits of the Capri negotiations.
Maritime imperialism, under whatever name it may
conduct its affairs in sundry times, has always been international, which is to say an empire, or set of empires.
Such was Roman law, a Roman law which defines the
Feature
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basis for the world’s system of monetarism today. As
long as, and wherever a monetarist system exists today,
the mere nation-state is degraded to just another puppet
of a global financier’s monetarist empire. The 1971 termination of the fixed-exchange-rate system, through the
instrumentation of this British intention through the U.S.
Presidency of Richard M. Nixon’s immediate controllers, such as Arthur Burns and George Shultz, was all for
the benefit of the new imperialist world monetarist
system being created for her imperial Majesty Queen
Elizabeth by royal household craftsman Lord Jacob
Rothschild and the launching of his Inter-Alpha Group.
Under monetarist expressions of ancient, medieval, and modern forms of imperialist systems, such
as the British imperial Commonwealth and the InterAlpha Group of today, the value of nominal and other
wealth is not attributed to a physical function of nominal wealth as such, but to the power to superimpose
nominal current values, as a power enjoyed by an international form of imperial system, just as Rosa Luxemburg wrote in her The Accumulation of Capital,
and as the U.S. State Department’s Herbert Feis subsequently verified her argument, and as the principles
of known Roman imperial law emphasize that fact,
despite virtually all other well-known contemporary
economists tackling this subject to the present day.
Imperialism is not a product of a nation-state, although
the empire may include a nation-state, as it does today’s United Kingdom as a subsidiary of the empire.
An empire may combine rule over nations subject to
it, but the empire’s existence as such remains the expression of a supra-national primary interest, as is illustrated by the role, since 1971, of the Inter-Alpha
Group established during the same time-frame as the
termination of the Franklin Roosevelt-launched fixedexchange-rate system.
The general failure among even most leading economists and national governments of the world in economic
affairs today, must be traced, chiefly, to widespread belief
in the fiction which seeks to obscure the evidence that
any monetarist system operating in a supra-national
mode, is intrinsically the embodiment of an imperialist
system, not a truly sovereign nation-state.
The relative imbecility respecting economics, which
is expressed by popular or other, virtually religious devotions to notions of monetary values, finds a highly significant corollary in the inherently incompetent system
of the form lacking the reality of substance, a lack which
is typified by the case of Euclidean geometry.
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As the case of Euclid shows, the effect of Aristotle’s intention, was the irrationalist cult of Euclidean
geometry from which efficient physical causes are excluded.24 The notion of that religious devotion known
as “The Genealogy of Mathematics,” as commonly
proposed by such moderns as the mathematician
Rudolf Clausius and, later, David Hilbert, was the
contended matter of a lurking quarrel which Gauss
prudently evaded, out of respect for the menacing
nature and political power of the reigning, inquisitional quality of the mathematical ideologies of that
time. The issue, to the present day, is categorically
seated in the credulous varieties of development and
use of mathematics by physicists, and through the
brainwashing of physicists by the mere mathematicians, the worst among which latter have been the
devotees of boundlessly maleficent Bertrand Russell.
Hence, we come to the matter of the relatively
bounded nature of the essential distinction of the great
Plato from the evil of Aristotle, as expressed in sundry
guises to the present time.

What Is the Matter?
The source of all that is readily definable as a
pattern in and among the policy-shaping of nations, as being the systemic incompetence in ancient through present-day practices in the name
of science, is most readily typified by the common
features which subsume both the teachings of Aristotle (e.g., Euclidean geometry) and the modern
Liberalism of Paolo Sarpi and of the followers of
24. See Carl F. Gauss, March 6, 1832: letter from Göttingen to Farkas
Bolyai on the subject of Farkas’ son’s, Jonas Bolyai’s claims to have
discovered a principle of non-Euclidean geometry. Gauss warned that
he had already discovered the true principle during the 1790s period
of his studies (under, in fact, Abraham Kästner). However, Gauss declined to elaborate his opposition to Jonas’ argument (as, implicitly,
also that of Lobatchevsky). Nonetheless, Gauss’s intention was made
clear by his protégé Bernhard Riemann, later as in Riemann’s treatment of Abelian functions and in Riemann’s own 1854  habilitation
dissertation, a presentation by Riemann in the presence of the Gauss
who knew what this was all about. There Lobatchevski and Jonas
Bolyai had actually failed. The relevant connections are made implicitly clear for those who wished to know, in references made by Riemann on the occasion of the presentation of the habilitation dissertation. The key was already demonstrated implicitly, in fact, by Gauss,
in the method which he had actually employed for his solution for the
Orbit of Ceres. The essential point is that the discovery lay within the
domain of physical geometry, not mere mathematics. It was my good
fortune, to have rejected, courtesy of the Boston area’s Charlestown
U.S. Navy Yard, all of the Euclidean geometry and related hoaxes
from about the age of 14 onwards.
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Philo Judaeus of Alexandria (above), who was
associated with the Christian Apostle Peter,
denounced Aristotle’s insistence that the Deity’s
power of creation ceased with the completion of the
universe. “The universe is creative, and has never
ceased to be such,” LaRouche writes. “Yet, society,
today, is still afflicted by the nonsense which Philo
rightly recognized in Aristotle’s doctrine.” Peter in
Prison (right), Rembrandt, 1631.

his advocacy of the empiricist method in mathematical varieties of reductionist methods.
Philo of Alexandria, who was associated with the
Christian Apostle Peter, denounced Aristotle’s insistence that the Deity’s power of creation ceased with the
completion of the universe. There is no coincidence in
this harsh treatment of Aristotle by Philo. The universe
is creative, and has never ceased to be such. Yet, society, today, is still afflicted by the nonsense which Philo
rightly recognized in Aristotle’s doctrine. Such is the
hoax known as the “second law of thermodynamics;”
as the Evangelist Luke warned, “Even the stones might
speak!” The universe is, in fact, run by nothing so much
as universal creativity, as Albert Einstein pointed out
Johannes Kepler’s achievement in recognizing a universal principle of gravitation as expressing a finite, but
unbounded universe, that at each moment of that universe’s higher level of existence.
The “second law of thermodynamics,” was never a
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principle of a competent scientific practice, but, in fact,
a hoax. It was always, as it was for the Aristotle who
was a working devotee of the oligarchical cult of Delphi,
a social doctrine, a certain kind of heathen religious
doctrine, not a scientific one. Hence, we had the rejoinder by Aeschylus, in the Prometheus Trilogy.
The introduction of the remarks in this present chapter, so far, has now brought our discussion to a crucial
phase: our subject now, becomes the distinction between mere sense-perceptions and true knowledge of
universal physical principles. This is the principled location of the absolute difference between sense-perception and human creativity. This is the source of the
fraudulent, ontological separation of the notion of mere
sense-impression from the ontologically independent,
creative powers of the human mind. We have come,
thus, to the central topic of this report in its entirety. I
refer, now, with special emphasis, to the concluding,
third section of Bernhard Riemann’s 1854 habilitation
dissertation.
Feature
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IV. Economics as Applied
Physical Science
In previous publications which I have devoted to
related matters of physical science as such, I
have repeatedly emphasized, that the noëtic
functions of the human mind must be distinguished categorically from the functions of
human sense-perception. The evidence bearing
on the necessary judgment which is demanded
by stating that distinction, must be informed by
other evidence showing the particular falseness
of the notion of the universe as a dominion of
space as such. Sense-perception is shadow; mind
is substance.
In launching this chapter, I elected to postpone the outlining of the basis on which I have
established and applied the notion of economics
as a physical science, to a later chapter of this
report.
I emphasize: it was a choice. I decided that
although I have the proof of my insistence that
competent economics is physical science, not financial accounting or the like, that I might better
present some of the conclusions which depend
upon that proof, in the subsequent chapter, with
the cautionary statement that what I shall present
in this current chapter will be made clearer, as to
the nature of the underlying principle of economic science, after treating the content of this
present chapter as, retrospectively, illustration of
the principle, first, and, thereafter, presenting the
actual principle which underlies those illustrations provided in this present chapter.
I leave to the reader to choose which order in
which to weigh the contents of this present and
the subsequent chapter. In that fashion, I state
first what, in effect, happened, here, and, thereafter, identify the principle which caused it to
happen in a certain specific way.
In approaching our subject here, we should be reminded of the fact, at the outset, that all competent discoveries of physical principle which have been made
by means of experimental methods, have been accomplished in a fashion similar to that of Johannes Kepler’s
uniquely original discovery of the principle of gravitation. So, he had located the desired discovery of the
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principle as located, simultaneously, “outside and
among” two or more contrasting qualities of either
sense-perceptual, or comparable notions of instrumentation: not by mere deduction from either actual, or
merely presumed sense-experience as such.
Therefore, the principles so adduced in this report,
belong chiefly, as Riemann’s argument in the concluding, third section of his 1854 habilitation dissertation
shows, as the principle of simultaneity of the type of
contrasting experiences from the domains of the very
large, and very small, to the experiences of the domain
addressed by Bernhard Riemann in the concluding section of his 1854 habilitation dissertation. That was what
had been accomplished in Johannes Kepler’s uniquely
successful discovery of the principle of universal gravitation, a discovery which had depended, uniquely, upon
the contradictory characteristics of two distinct categories of sense-perception, sight and the harmonies of
hearing, which demands a method of contrast which is
typical of my ontological definition of the means for the
discovery of any actual universal principle.
In approaching the subject-matter just so referenced,
we must recognize, that the competent view of modern
physical science, is to be found in that part of the relevant dialogue which had been developed within those
rather strict limits which had been defined for all science, by the setting of the subject within what is associated with the Classical Greek precedent of such as Plato’s notion of hypothesizing the higher hypothesis. In
modern language, this means the standpoint of Johannes Kepler’s unique discovery of the physical principle of gravitation, a discovery which must be viewed
from the standpoint of Albert Einstein’s reference to
Kepler’s work, in Einstein’s own emphasis on the reality that Kepler has implicitly defined the universe as, in
any moment of reference, as finite, but never externally
bounded in space-time.
So, that great hoax associated with such as Aristotle
and Euclidean geometry, was overthrown by the modern
school of Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa’s De Docta Ignorantia; but, the recognition of that fact, where that recognition exists now, still today, must have the effect on
the modern student, of suggesting that, in some fashion,
that Plato has already said as much, in principle, as I
present here, and as his associate Archytas had demonstrated the point in a crucial experimental fashion with
what Eratosthenes was to praise, later, as Archytas’
constructive duplication of the cube.
Thus, the result of any thorough examination of the
EIR November 12, 2010

Johannes Kepler.
Right: Geometrical
model of the Solar
System as nested
Platonic solids, from
Mysterium
Cosmographicum.”
Above: Harmonic
relations of the
planets expressed in
musical notation,
from The Harmony
of the World.
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he key to Johannes Kepler’s
discovery of universal gravitation
and the planetary orbits was his
emphasis on the conjunction of two,
contrasted human sense-organisms:
sight and the
harmonics of
sound.
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application of that approach, will lead a successful case
of such a venture, toward the recognition of the true
meaning, in modern language, of Plato’s notion of the
hypothesis of an higher hypothesis. For example, Kep
ler’s discovery of the universal principle of gravitation,
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through the contrast of sight with the harmonic ordering of hearing, was the solution for an hypothesis. Albert
Einstein’s recognition of the genius of Kepler’s discovery of gravitation, had led Einstein to the higher-order
conception, a relative hypothesis of the higher hypothFeature
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esis, which states, in fact, that the universe within which
the principle of gravitation, as discovered by Kepler,
exists, is, itself, governed by a notion dependent upon
the notion of that hypothesis of the higher hypothesis,
which presents the universe to us as finite, but yet unbounded experimentally.
Thus, the very idea of the possibility of the existence of distinct qualities of space, time, and matter, is
to be recognized as presuming a set of fictions which
have lately outlived their former degree of usefulness
for guiding the practice of peoples and their nations.
Belief in matter, is a production of the human mind, a
mind which conducts those experiments by means of
which belief in any single view of the meaning of
“matter,” is to be proscribed.
Take, for example, the case of the world’s economies, as known from ancient times, that up through the
presently catastrophic failure of not merely virtually
the government of every nation of the planet, but of
mankind as a whole, not only during the recent thirtyodd years, but, clearly, since the early 1960s, even prior
to the assassination of U.S. President John F. Kennedy.
In fact, from the standpoint of practice, the policies
which have reigned over the direction of the planet’s
economies as a whole, since, for example, the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, are now to be seen
as having been clinically insane en masse!25
There have been, admittedly, some local forms of
relative success in some parts of the world during the
post-1945 interval; even since Kennedy’s assassination; but, despite improvements for some of the populations of India and China, for example, for the world
considered as a whole, the net trend, measured in physical per-capita terms of changes, especially since the
assassination of President Kennedy, has been not merely
downward, but catastrophically so. Worst of all, the
trends in prevalent opinions bearing on the effects of
policy-shaping, have been downward, and that, in
recent decades, at an accelerating rate.
As the world as a whole now teeters at the onset of a
general, planet-wide breakdown-crisis, presently in
motion, we should now ask: what is the change to be
25. For me, I was shocked and saddened by that President’s murder, but
it was only as my knowledge of the event became enriched, phase by
phase, and as the motives for the assassination were more clearly revealed by the outcome of the Warren Commission’s hoax, that the magnitude of the effects accomplished by the authors of the assassination, as
by the Warren Commission itself, became clearer and clearer to me over
the decades which followed.
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made in the way nations and peoples as a whole have
shaped their opinions, until now, if the planet is to survive the prolonged dark age which is now descending
upon it? What, therefore, has been wrong with the way
the nations have thought? Virtually all among the present nations?

Where Is the Remedy?
Those which are fairly defined as the Platonic views
which I bring to bear here, go directly to what I have
already referenced as the third section of Riemann’s habilitation dissertation: the universe as a whole, considered within the range from the inclusion of the immeasurably very large, to the immeasurably very small, can
be conceived only in one way: in a manner typified in
the exemplary fashion of the method expressed by
Albert Einstein’s appreciation of both Kepler’s discovery of universal gravitation, and the impact of those discoveries of Riemann which had played an exemplary
part in leading me to my successful redefinition of the
notion of an actually physical principle of economy.
For the moment, permit me to summarize a broad
view of this subject-matter in the following terms of approximation.
For our purposes, in seeking to get to the legendary
bottom of the roots of the present failure of leading
opinions among nations on the matter of our subject
here, the key to the needed answers for these questions,
is presented in the single sentence with which Riemann
concludes his 1854  habilitation dissertation. That
single, most provocative sentence, is what I found, at
the beginning of the 1950s, as the most efficiently fruitful introduction to a modern science of physical economy today, because it frees physical science from all
things which are likenesses of the influence of Aristotle
and Euclid, and, therefore, also the sophistries of the
British, and other brutish followers of Paolo Sarpi, and
from, as Riemann spoke, “the department of mathematics,” in particular.26
I am an economist, and write here as a physical
26. As Professor Henry S. White translated the concluding sentence of
Riemann’s habilitation dissertation: “This path leads out into the realm
of another science [physics—LaRouche], into which the nature of this
present occasion [mathematics] forbids us to penetrate.” [“Es führt dies
hinüber in das Gebiet einer andern Wissenschaft, in das Gebiet der
Physik, welches wohl die Natur der heutigen Veranlassung nicht zu betreten erlaubt.”] (Bernhard Riemann, Über die Hypothesen, welche
der Geometrie zu Grunde liegen: “III, Anwendung auf den Raum.”
Bernhard Riemann’s gesammelte Mathematische Werke (Heinrich
Weber, ed.) 1902; pp. 283-286.
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only by the assassination of
President Kennedy, as that was,
in fact, done.
To sum up the most crucial
point which this view implies,
the fact must be noted, that the
efforts to adduce a competent
physical science of economy
from the mere efforts to stretch
the hereditary implications of a
Euclidean, or a dubious, socalled non-Euclidean design for
geometry, such as that of N. Lobatchevsky or Jonas Bolyai,
must be considered, functionally, as at the root of the presently onrushing general breakdown-crisis of the world as a
EIRNS/Stuart Lewis
whole since, most notably, the
The most efficient remedy for the ills that plague our nation, and the inchoate response from
August 1971 break-up of the
angry, but misguided citizens, will be the treatment of the principal causes of this soaring
U.S.A.’s system of economy at
crisis from the vantage point of a science of physical economy.
that time.27 That portion of the
profession of economists, for
economist, and, insofar as I have delivered forecasts,
example, which has not considered the systemic fallacy
since mid-1956, the relatively most successful foreof the economics taught among the relevant professions
caster, in the matter of results shown, over the period
of leading governments and their standard experts
since that time. There was never any “magic” in this
today, has been the key to the factors contributing to
contribution of mine to science; the cause for those relthat great tragedy now expressed as the presently onative successes of mine, has been systemic. It is the
rushing, planet-wide general economic breakdowncontrary opinion, that which has been accepted as a
crisis of physical systems of economy world-wide. It is
standard of performance for economists, which has
that failure which has been induced through the influence of prevalent political-economic dogmas on the difailed so visibly, and so awfully now; the errant standard imposed among all leading nations participating in
rection—of an accelerating rate of down—which exerts
shaping the policies imposed upon the others, is that
political control over the planet generally, at the present
which has failed, and that consistently, that over the
moment this report is written.
entire span since the detestable Wall Street asset, Harry
There has been the attempt to address the problem
S Truman, superseded the incumbency of President
of economy so expressed by that cited failure of that
Franklin Roosevelt.
portion of the leadership of leading and other nations of
This been especially notable since the virtual assasthe world, that by leading, often even brilliant minds,
sination of the echo of the policies of President Franklin
which have, heretofore, considered matters from the
D. Roosevelt, with an effect like that which is echoed
standpoint of what have been considered conventional
later in the opposition to the crucial economic policies
dogmas. That belief is, in fact, the principal among the
of the assassinated U.S. President John F. Kennedy’s
Administration, all for British-centered political mo27. Typical of the failed “non-Euclideans” are N. Lobatchevsky and
Jonas Bolyai. Cf. Carl F. Gauss to Farkas Bolyai, March 6, 1832. Gauss’s
tives: most notably those Kennedy policies of forbidreluctance to elaborate on this fact, reflects the political conditions in
ding a U.S. war in Indo-China, a policy of opposition to
Germany at that time. In fact, Gauss’s own notions of a non-Euclidean
the launching of that war which Kennedy shared with
Geometry had been fashioned during Gauss’s studies under a follower
the co-thinkers of General of the Armies Douglas Mac
of Gottfried Leibniz in his own role as a leading mathematician and key
political figure of the Eighteenth Century Abraham G. Kästner.
Arthur, a policy which could have been removed, then,
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efficient causes of the onrushing general breakdowncrisis of the planet as a whole. The policies of the “Euro
system,” as set by the trio of Britain’s Margaret Thatcher,
France’s President François Mitterrand, and U.S. President George H.W. Bush, an inherently ruinous system
which their joint actions created, has been an action
which was actually defined by neither the dubious
French President Mitterrand, nor the British imperial
system reigning over that Euro arrangement; the system
then introduced, to the effect of ruining Europe to the
present day, has been the expression of insanity of nations driven to the relatively wildest extremes of a
worse-than-Weimar-1923 thrust, presently, into a
global, hyper-inflationary breakdown-crisis underway
since September 2007, that under the terms of the rabidly anglophile pair of, first, U.S. President George W.
Bush, Jr., and, then, Barack Obama.
There are many expressions of the mass-behavior
which has been brought upon the world as something
comparable to this present set of expressions of an onrushing, global breakdown-crisis. Among these, the
most efficient remedy will be the treatment of the principal causes of this soaring crisis from the vantagepoint of a science of physical economy, a treatment
which must be combined with a coordinated termination of systems of monetarist economies. Among the
particular subjects which a successful examination of
the remediable causes for the present world crisis demands, that is to say, the subject which I address in this
present report, is the most useful, perhaps the only
choice.
That statement will shock some. Yet, it is not only
true, but crucial for dealing successfully with the present crisis. Why is this so?
To meet the challenge which that hypothetical question implies, we must soar to a higher authority than
that of what is considered the standard categories of
physical science currently. This is the challenge of replacing the existing doctrines of economics with a
sweeping change, by a change to a specific science of
physical economy. This is the challenge represented by
a principle of a universal nature which virtually no conventional sort of modern mathematician seems to know,
but which only truly Classical poets will be competent
to admit knowing, publicly. This remedy is expressed
as the principle of human creativity on which everything pertinent to the existence of not only our present
civilization, but mankind’s role in the universe, now depends. It is a principle which exists for practice only in
28
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the domain customarily associated with the role of irony
within a notion of Classical poetry, a notion, echoed in
the work of the late William Empson’s Seven Types of
Ambiguity, a long admired insight which has become
an expression of what I shall present, here, as a work in
metaphysical science.
We now proceed as follows.
The failure of the United States to enact that set of
measures of legislation which I have prescribed since
the time I presented my then increasingly popular proposal at that time, the proposed Homeowners and Bank
Protection Act of 2007, which could have stopped the
nation’s plunge into the post-August 2007 collapse, is a
block to that indispensable immediate reform of mine
which remains today the only action of U.S. policy
which could have prevented that then already impending general collapse of the economy, a continuing collapse which Wall Street and London have led since September 2007. That blocking of my designed act has
been the cause of what has become a now implicitly
world-wide financial breakdown-crisis. Wall Street,
with its Federal Reserve System appendage, together
with London, have thus led the nations of the entire
world into the most devastating economic breakdowncrisis in modern world history.
They may have imagined that they have triumphed
over my presented remedy. In reality, contrary to their
silly imagination, they have, in fact, destroyed themselves. Unfortunately, our nations are presently trapped.
still, to this day, within the sinking ship which the actions of U.S. Representative Barney Frank and the Federal Reserve leadership created.
Looking backward to July-August 2007, there can
be no reasonable doubt of that historical fact. It was the
fact of a choice, whose effects are presently descending
upon the entirety of the nations of this planet now.
The situation is such, presently, that if the United
States collapses, as it soon would under a continuation
of the Obama Presidency, then, next, the entire TransAtlantic region, and then the entire planet, will be
plunged, more or less immediately, into a dark age exceeding all known precedents for the modern world as
a whole, which is to say, since the beginning of the Fifteenth Century, Florence-centered Renaissance. Without the dumping of Obama, now, as through employing
the provisions of the 25th Amendment to the U.S. Federal Constitution, the physical-economic situation for
the world at large is already a hopeless one. The relevant, planet-wide New Dark Age, which is already deEIR November 12, 2010

scending at an accelerating rate upon the world now, is
the looming threat of the end of civilization throughout
the planet—unless we act to reverse the present trend
immediately.
The suggestion delivered to me that, “We are not
ready to make the kinds of changes you demand,” belongs in the category of prospectively “famous last
(tragic) words” by those who speak them. The fact is,
that we can change the presently gloomy destiny of the
peoples of our planet, if some of us are able to act to
supply the seemingly impossible corrective measures,
in a now fast-passing time.
That much is now said, by way of introduction for
this chapter, and the remaining entirety of this present
report.

Creativity Per Se
To sum up the burden of the remarks with which I
have now just begun this chapter of the report so far:
Any competent accounting for the presently onrushing,
disastrous failures of the economies of the planet as a
whole, demands a critical review of the leading opinions of statesmen and scientists of the planet, alike. To
bring about an understanding of the fact of human creativity, we must act according to a means which does
not exist within mathematics as such; it lies only in the
spirit of physical science which expresses its creative
form of human nature in Classical modes of poetry,
music, and Classical artistic compositions, such as
those of Leonardo da Vinci, Raphael Sanzio, and Rembrandt van Rijn. It is a matter of those productions
which create an image of a state of mind not previously
experienced, on behalf of what is more or less, otherwise, those already proven scientific discoveries of
principle, which express the distinction of the human
mind from the mentality of beasts.
The beasts are, in each type, expressions of a creative process in biological effect, but their creativity as
such, is a biological experience which occurs to them
from outside the generative capacities of a willful consciousness. Hence, the distinction, by Academician V.I.
Vernadsky, of Noösphere from Biosphere. It is that
willful creativity specific to Classical artistic composition, which is the “fire” which distinguishes persons
from beasts, and which is made a conscious force unique
to the domain of human creativity, including scientific
creativity; it is a uniqueness, which is expressed by
Classical expressions of poetry, music, and painting, as
opposed to the morally and intellectually formal sort of
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a blinded mind’s belief in what is merely mathematics
as such.
The characteristic of these specific expressions of
conscious forms of human creativity to be met in the
domains of practice, is that they are implicitly anthropomorphic in their intention: “anthropomorphic” in the
sense that they express that excitement of the mind of
human beings which is expressed by knowledgeable
states of existence which had not been imagined earlier
than the intervention of an achieved state of mind which
is implicitly forbidden to the common man and woman
of Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound. Under that mythical Zeus, the truly creative imagination were forbidden
to anyone not beckoned into the rank of the Olympian
system of gods.
Such power to exercise the ordinary individual person’s truly human identity, had been that natural right
which was seized by those English settlers, and others,
who sought true human freedom from the oligarchical
system of the Europe of that time, in the Americas, as in
the Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay colonies of what
became, for a time, the virtual republic under the leadership of the Winthrops and Mathers. Hence, as much
as there was admiration of British imperial ways met
among Americans, it was, like the admiration of Britain
by its puppet, the Confederacy, the expression of a relatively depraved, mental, spiritual system of a self-imposed depravity expressed as worship of the imperial
British crown.
What I have just written here, confronts us with the
search for an implied image of the human personality
which does not directly correspond to the shadow-like
images of the domain of sense-perception. How can the
human mind cope with a series of questions such as that
presented as the fact that the most crucial distinction of
the human mind pertains to images which do not appear
in sense-perception as such? Or, how can we imagine
that works of art coherent with the notion of Classical
artistic creativity, could be considered as really efficient
objects of reality? Or, how can we consider as real, that
which has not yet become manifest to the powers of
sense-perception?
“Aye, there’s the rub . . . .”
Aha! If the creative function of authentic Classical
artistic composition is real, that in at least the same
degree of weightiness which is popularly attributed to
sense-perception, what has happened to mere mathematics? What is being done to destroy the minds of
those who predicate what they consider credible sciFeature
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ence as mere, pathetic mathematics?
Thus, as the ghosts in Spukschloss im
Spessart28 said, “Die Hauptsache ist der
Effekt.” [“The important thing is the
effect.”] The problem remains: What,
then, should be meant by the term,
“effect”?
Turn now, to restate the substance of
what I have written earlier, during recent
years, on this subject.

“Die Hauptsache Ist der Effekt”
As I have insisted, repeatedly, that
which is generally admitted to be the
powers of human sense-perception, refers
us to what can be otherwise identified as
“merely instrumentation,” rather than a
direct reading of an attributable notion of
reality. Take, for example, the crucial evidence from the famous case of the development of the mind of Helen Keller, as a
demonstration of the point to be made. In
the end, she was more than merely human,
that in spite of her reduced inventory of
American Foundation for the Blind
senses. What she achieved was clearly, in The crucial evidence presented by the life of Helen Keller, who was both blind
and deaf, demonstrates that, in the end, she was more than merely human, in
that sense, “largely a construct.”
spite of her reduced inventory of senses. Here, Keller (right) plays chess with
A construct of what? By what means? her teacher and companion Anne Sullivan.
Not by the array of sense-perceptions
which have been used by those not crippled.
human, virtual human digital computer, the famous
In my experience, it were useful that the appellation
random case of John von Neumann whom the famous
“genius” ought to be reserved for cases whose achieveDavid Hilbert had justly thrown out of his Göttingen
ments have been accomplished through means which,
program for incompetence and worse, and also similar
in a large degree, are much less the fruit of formal learntypes of cases.29
Actual human creativity has a predominantly moral
ing, than a seeming instinct lodged within the powers of
characteristic, a characteristic associated with the huthe creative imagination. All this amounts to much more
manism of Socrates and Plato, or of the modern Cardithan can be accounted for as the effects of an academically rigorous formal process of education and related
nal Nicholas of Cusa, and of such followers of Cusa as
development. The manifest results of Helen Keller’s
a Johannes Kepler, a Gottfried Leibniz, an Abraham
development compel attention to such an inference.
Kästner, a Friedrich Schiller, the famous von Humboldt
The case of the mind of Albert Einstein, is prominent
29. The principal reference to von Neumann here reflects many things,
among well known examples of the manner in which
but, includes as notable, his part in the composition and influence of his
true genius functions. So, the mind of the true genius
collaboration with Oskar Morgenstern in launching the lunatic school of
Abraham Lincoln, is a relevant case in point, as con“mathematical economics” as a theory of games, which has made an
overly generous contribution to the cause of breeding rabidly incompetrasted with the case of the mathematically facile, virtent professionals among the post-World War II generation of econotual “idiot-savants.” Consider, among the latter, those
mists. The influence of Bertrand Russell shaped von Neumann’s influsuch as the cognitively crippled, seemingly almost
ence in the post-World War II teaching of economics, an influence which
28. A 1960 German comedy film.
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has been among the most damaging influences within the trans-Atlantic
post-World War II economy.
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brothers, or a Benjamin Franklin allied with Kästner,
or, a Bernhard Riemann, an Albert Einstein, or, a truly
great genius such as V.I. Vernadsky. That moral characteristic, and its location, is the principled subject of this
report.
During recent years, I had composed and published
a series of reports in which I outlined the inherent fallacy of the notion of what is named “sense-certainty.”
In these reports, I had emphasized the essential distinction between sense-perception and actual truth, by
pointing out that our legendary five senses are, essentially, merely “instrument readings,” rather than a true
representation of the content of the phenomena experienced as fruits of “sense-certainty.” I have repeatedly
emphasized, that, by applying the unique proof of the
measure of gravitation by Johannes Kepler, and by
taking into account the fact, that the view of Kepler’s
unique achievement, as presented by Albert Einstein,
has shown that sense-perception provides nothing more
than the visible shadows cast by an unseen reality.
Continuing this review of my past accounts in this
matter, I have shown that the implication to be recognized in this way, is an ontological gulf between the
images of sense-perception and the reality which is reflected, as if by a cast shadow, to the cognitive powers
of the actual human mind.
In the known history of the ancient through modern
civilization found in the Mediterranean and Atlantic regions, we have three notably defective categories of interpretations of this experience of human sense-perception. The first, and lowest expression, is that of bare and
crude sense-certainty, which is that most proximate to
bestiality, as such cases are typified by those who are
professedly the mere materialists. The second, is the
oligarchical form, as that is typified by the Delphic
dogma of Aristotle and his follower Euclid, or the like.
The third, is what is fairly identified as a masked version of Aristoteleanism, such as that of the devotees of
the teachings of Paolo Sarpi, and of such hoaxsters
among the unfaithful Sarpi’s morally depraved devotees such as Galileo, Rene Descartes, François Quesnay,
and Adam Smith.30
30. With Sarpi and his followers, Aristotle is the “secret doctrine of
their elite,” whereas the crude superstitions of the followers of Abbe
Antonio S. Conti, Leonard Euler, the Physiocrats, and Adam Smith are
left for the unfortunate to share in the trough with the unfortunate, grunting, rooting, and rutting actual, or virtual pigs, as also typified by the
worst of the rutting creatures from among the opponents of science from
among the ranks of the “68er” and comparable breeds.
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All three of these types, or their approximations,
and also comparable categories of social varieties, are
what they are. Despite the dubious claims of some
among these persons, to believe actually in “a human
soul,” they express no actually efficient sense of the
meaning of “a human soul,” but, rather, something
which has died and is now attributed to a different universe than living mankind inhabits. For such unfortunate creatures, the notion of a “kingdom of Heaven” as
a really efficient aspect of the universe we actually inhabit, simply does not exist, as it exists for certain others
among us. The root of the mental disorder of the indicated category of the unfortunates, is to be recognized
in the inability of the ignorant to recognize the physically efficient existence of the truly creative powers of
the mind of the individual. In the imagery of Aeschylus’
Prometheus Bound, for the Olympian Zeus, it is presumed, and taught, that the creative powers of the individual human mind of the ordinary folk do not exist
within the bounds of “popular opinion;” where the likeness of that Zeus and the evil Poseidon, typify the
pompous “gods” who have taken away the “fire” which
is the intellectual power of the ordinary people’s true
souls.
Unfortunately, that specific form of each of those
three forms of mental illness to which I have referred
immediately above, is commonplace in the beliefs of
many people in the United States of America, in particular, today. That is the occasion for applying the
needed remedy for such morally debilitating beliefs,
against which I have warned here, as a remedy on behalf
of the victims of such induced states of belief as theirs.
The most pitiable among the customary presumptions met among the victims of such self-degrading
opinion, is that one’s actions on the universe begin with
birth, and end with death. Earlier generations, and later
ones, alike, are not considered by the indicated unfortunates as being actually relevant for the decisions taken
today. Whereas, in fact, the birth of those principles
which society will often nourish in more or less increasing degree over two or more generations, before they
are adopted for the general practice of crafting the
powers of society generally, lies in the domain of societies’ future general practice, as we, the living, are bearers of the fruit harvested from the planting and cultivation of generations before our own. Creativity is a
passionate expression of the realization of the necessary future in the present. That is the true principle of
truth, and of beauty.
Feature
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As it was for Plato, those creative powers which
distinguish the human mind from the lives of those
beasts (which are typified by the followers of Aristotle
and Sarpi who are only allegedly immortal), is a kind
of immortality which distinguishes the minds of mankind from those of the beasts. To participate in the
work of the immortal quality of boundless progress
among successive generations of human souls, is the
root and expression of all true morality, as is the case
with true martyrs such as the Jeanne d’Arc whose horrifying sacrifice made possible what became the best
of modern European civilization in that century, and
beyond.
Therefore, let us cure this problem by defining the
true meaning of the human individual’s soul within the
terms of an appropriate quality of modern science. The
following approach is indicated.

V. Economics as the
“King” of Science
It would be a terrible thing for any person, or
human institution, even a devoted religious body,
to usurp those wonderful authorities which
should be recognized as the property of the personality of the Creator of the universe, or to seek
to impose an identity on that Creator which is
other than that manifest. The only appeal which
is allowed to us on this account, is our obligation to discover that will less imperfectly. This is,
for our purposes, a matter of our development of
an improved insight into both the universe and
the pattern of changes which are presented to us
as challenges.
This does not permit any among us to treat
that as a domain of aimless mystery, or arbitrary
speculation. Rather, it obliges us to devote ourselves to understanding the intention assigned to
the existence of mankind, and, as far as possible,
the mission embedded in the existence of our
personal selves.
Recognize the evidence of the Creator’s intention for mankind, and for our obligation as
persons or nations, to recognize the mission assigned to us by the signs of what has confronted
us with a specific sense of personal duty.
The evidence is, that, so far, the mission of
powerful individuals and groups within human32
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ity, has been a preoccupation with the lustful intention to cheat. That, of course, must be
changed. London and Wall Street, and, now, the
Governorship of California and the potencies of
Chicago would be among the good choices of
place to begin the process of cleansing.
The clearest choice of categories of evidence
in service of that intended effect, is to study the
pattern of creation of the universe, such major
elements in it as a galaxy, the evolution of a star
and its features, the planet, life on planets, and,
our nearest and dearest obligation, the mission
of not merely mankind itself, but that which is
implicitly required of our self as an individual.
Among economists, it is customary, although often
essentially an opportunity for incompetence among
most who are presently considered political authorities, to teach the lie, that economics is a syncretic application of the fruits of sundry learned and other disciplines, including mathematical techniques. That,
and related presumptions, while widely accepted
among professionals and laymen today, nonetheless
remain as fundamentally false; the discovery of what
is presently the extremely rare competence respecting
regard for the underlying principle of a true conception of physical economy, is, for reasons I shall state in
this present chapter of the report, the greatest, and
properly reigning principle of all competent scientific
thought.
Therefore, the great Carl F. Gauss, who appears to
have suffered from a bit of male chauvinism on this
account, regarded mathematics as merely “the queen
of science.” Nonetheless, Gauss meant, and knew,
quite rightly, however with cautious awareness of the
terror of his times, that mathematics was not the supreme ruler in the field of competent scientific thought.
Experimental physical science is—physical economy
is, in fact, the highest authority in all competent science.
Physical economy expresses those actions of mankind which change the universe within the range we are
enabled to act to such effect. Physical economy is encompassed by, and expresses mankind’s distinction
from the beasts, and man’s likeness to the Creator, and
must be practiced, in the light of those moral obligations, as the supreme physical science, accordingly.
You think that what I have just written here, is arrogant, even false? Aha! Then, you do not yet recognize
EIR November 12, 2010

what should be the obvious role of a science of physical
economy in all competent scientific and national-political practice; it is, properly conceived, a truly Heavenly
practice. The practice of economy must be free of the
contamination by filthy lucre: money in the form of
sovereign credit of a nation, as President Franklin D.
Roosevelt defined a “fixed-exchange-rate system,” is
appropriate; a monetary system is the trick used for the
looting of nations by international finance.
That much said by way of a useful sort of opening
provocation of the reader’s attention at this point in the
report: We have now entered a discussion of the pivotal
point of the general argument to be made respecting
those creative powers of mankind which set our species
absolutely above all other known forms of life on our
planet, or, presumably, within our present galaxy.
Therefore, I begin this by restating here the definition
of a distinction of mind from sense-perception, a notion
which I had introduced in earlier published locations
during the recent several years.
I speak in this choice of terms, because human civilization on this Earth as a whole, has now attained that
most terrifying point in mankind’s affairs on Earth, at
which the miraculously clear and truthful meaning of
the famous first Chapter of the Biblical Genesis, especially respecting the special role of man and woman in
this universe, both as it always was, should be seen
most clearly under the presently ruinous state of mankind’s crisis within our Solar System, and should be
seen, doubtlessly, as also for our galaxy, today. Ours,
today, is, therefore, both a terrifying time, and it is now
nearly way past time, to present what some British folk
are wont to term “certain home truths.”
I do not write here of theology. That would have
been superfluous, since we assembled here have already
placed ourselves within those assembled to deliberate
on the awesomeness of eternity which should shape our
devotions in the progressive development of the improvement of the increasingly knowledgeable role of
man in the universe, and therefore in society. I speak of
the Creator as to be considered in the aspect of representing the model, higher authority for showing, and
guiding the expression of the duties and capabilities of
mankind. I speak and write of that which is not merely
good, but the knowledgeably good, if we recognize it,
in mankind’s implicitly assigned, and foreknowable,
proximate destiny.
The crucial issue which has been thus posed here,
up to this point in the present report, is to be defined in
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the following terms of a true science of physical economy, as follows.
I open the discussion of that subject with the following point of illustration. Is my language poetic? Doubtlessly, and necessarily so. It is time for mankind to
abandon our presently habituated, childishly prosaic
ways. Am I inspired? Certainly, that is so, and there is
nothing which is not truthful and relevant for all mankind today, in that. No more Olympian Zeus! No more
Aristotle! No more Euclid! No more Liberalism! Truth
is already overdue; let us now bring it on, as the greatest
original founders, such as the Winthrops and Mathers,
intended in Massachusetts. Call it the truth about economy, if you mean physical economy as the highest ranking expression of that to which we award the name of
“science.” It is the time for man’s greatest present folly
to be brought summarily to an end.
The creative powers unique to the human species,
among all presently known species in the universe, are
man’s relationship to mankind’s implicitly intended
role within the universe, as the opening chapter of Genesis demands.
I have now set the stage for focus on this subjectmatter as representing the key to all worthwhile human
knowledge of our species’ accountability to what is
constantly becoming All. Therefore, we shall now proceed directly toward the points to be made in conclusion here on that account.
The first, next thing to be done here, is to outline the
agenda to be considered. This is to include, either as
stated, or as implicit a set of points already made in earlier published locations. There is also some necessary
duplication which must be included here for the purpose of presenting the matter to be presented as a
whole.

Beyond Sense-Perception: Mind
As I have emphasized this crucial turning-point in
the relevant argument, on a series of occasions over
the span of the recent years, the beginning of a branch
of science which is of relevance to defining the quality
of science required for today, lies in the recognition of
the systemic distinction between what is merely senseperception and its measurements, and the contrary
subject-matter of that which is actually human knowledge.
For the purpose of defining the practical expression of that specific distinction, the most efficient
demonstration, pedagogically, is the succession of the
Feature
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vision with the definition of harmonics, to derive the
only known, competently original discovery of the principle of universal gravitation, as of our Solar system.
That accomplishment’s implications, must be extended, next, to consider the range of what were to be
recognized as the human mind’s most immediate senseperceptions of an implicitly universal sense-perceptual
experience.
These considerations, when drawn out in the fashion which I have employed in earlier published locations, afford us access to a systemic approach for approximating the principled distinction between human
sense-perceptual experiences and
the human mind as such.
The recognition of this fact,
which was brilliantly treated by
Cardinal Nicholas of Cusa in his
De Docta Ignorantia, must be
appreciated in a more adequate
fashion by noting the direct connection to an earlier discovery by
an elder contemporary of Cusa,
Filippo Brunelleschi’s discovery
of a physically principled, nonEuclidean curvature, the catenary
principle employed as a principle
The Catenary
of physical construction by
Brunelleschi, as employed by him
Creative Commons
for the possibility of constructing
the cupola of the Florence cathedral Santa Maria del Fiore. This
set of cohering discoveries of
principle, led to such outcomes as
Pennie Sabel
Cusa follower Leonardo da VinFilippo Brunelleschi’s (1377-1446) discovery of a physically principled, non-Euclidean
ci’s development of the concepcurvature, the catenary principle, was employed by him, in the construction of the cupola
tion of the physical principle of
of the Florence cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore.
the catenary-tractrix, and to Kerespectively, originally unique discoveries of univerpler’s discovery, on the same basis, of the principle of
sal gravitation and its universal implications, by first,
universal gravitation.
Nicholas of Cusa’s follower Johannes Kepler, and
Those discoveries, which had their ancient antecedents in such sources as the universal methodological
Albert Einstein.
outlook of Plato, provided the foundations for Kepler’s
The first great step by Kepler on this account was the
universal achievements such as the discovery of the
process of his discovery, as reported in his The New Astronomy, of the principle of the comparable orbits of
principle of gravitation.
the Solar System’s Earth and Mars. This achievement of
In the meantime, all of this was strongly affected by
his contained the implication of the use of the contrast of
the contributions of Dante Alighieri.
the orbits of Mars and Earth to define the principle of the
All among these and comparable backgroundorbits. In The Harmonies of the Worlds, Kepler emsources can be represented as the standpoint expressed
ployed the contrast of the sense-faculty’s definition of
by the work of Plato, as also by the central achieve34
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Like Brunelleschi, Leonardo was a follower of Cusa; he discovered
the physical principle of the catenary-tractrix. Shown, a sculpture of
Leonardo by Luigi Pampaloni that stands outside the Uffizi in
Florence; Leonardo’s design for a parabolic compass.

ments of Moses Mendelssohn, such as his Phaedon. It
is a matter of crucial notability, that the scientific and
related work of this astounding Eighteenth-century
genius is situated within both the context defined proximately by the school of Gottfried Leibniz, as expressed
during the sweep of the Eighteenth Century by the
avowed intellectual heir of both Johann Sebastian Bach
and Leibniz himself, the Abraham Kästner who was the
leading German mathematician of the middle to end of
that century, but also a leading architect of the support
for Benjamin Franklin’s role in authoring the continuation of that American Revolution rooted in the Massachusetts Bay Colony of the Winthrops and Mathers.
Kästner proteges Gotthold Lessing and Moses Mendelssohn were the leading intellectual adversaries, in
Germany, of the degenerate intellectuals of the Eighteenth-century “Enlightenment,” such as the peculiarly
evil Abbe Antonio S. Conti, and such creatures of “the
Age of Voltaire” as the renegade from Leibnizian science and hoaxster, Leonhard Euler, et al. It was not until
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Moses Mendelssohn was removed from the field of activity by his great illness, that Immanuel Kant dared to
venture forth with his foolish productions, and that the
worst of Kant could be circulated in the form of the putative founder of a modern fascism predicated upon the
image of Napoleon Bonaparte, G.W.F. Hegel.
It is relevant to the report being presented here, that
the achievements of Eighteenth-century European culture have survived, despite the followers of such as the
fakers known as the Newtonians, such as Conti and
Voltaire, and the viciously corrupt, if talented opportunist side of the character of the Leonhard Eurole Euler
who emerged after Leibniz’s death. From the continuing influence of the legacy of such as Cusa and the
France of Jean-Baptiste Colbert, there emerged such
benefits as the spirit of the Seventeenth-century Massachusetts Bay Colony. Such was the role of the mantle
of the legacy of Gottfried Leibniz, as expressed in the
great Classical renaissance orbiting around the Leibnizians of the Eighteenth Century, even under the conditions of terror and ruin of the French Revolution orchestrated by the British Foreign Office in cooperation
Feature
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with Metternich and the Romantics spawned in the
wake of Napoleon’s banditry.31
The legacy which is typified by the role of Cardinal
Nicholas of Cusa, finds its essential conception in that
of the Creator as being such. The developments specific
to the legacy of the great ecumenical Council of Florence, to the relatively leading role of Cusa in that process, his unique quality of scientific insight into the
nature of creation, and his global outlook on the mission to be chosen by humanity, exemplify a quality of
what can be considered as a taste of the instinct for a
divinely inspired sense of the efficiently implicit presence of the Creator of the universe, a sense of what is
resonant in man’s accessible knowledge of the meaning
of the intention of creation in the large.
When the experience of a validated creativity, as
expressed in the sense of direction of progress in physical science, is taken into account, those improvements in mankind’s practice which point to mankind’s
rising capacity to generate improvements in the situation of mankind within an evolving universe, are to be
chosen as portents of mankind’s divine mission respecting the future of mankind in the universe, and
respecting the passion which must be cultivated to that
31. The reader should be cautious when faced with some popular explanations of events associated with the French Revolution. Most of
what was evil during that entire period, and in later decades, was a product of the combination of Lord Shelburne’s 1782 launching of the British Foreign Office and the relations of that Foreign Office with the devious doings of Prince Metternich, as through 1815. Notable was the role
of the change in Napoleon’s wives, from the Josephine who reflected the
anti-Habsburg Ottoman connections of France, to the shift, by a Napoleon defeated in his Near East adventures, to a new choice, a Habsburg
wife, and becoming a tool of Metternich. From that point on, Napoleon
was more thieving bandit than statesman or warrior, as one who seemed
to thrive, for a time, by aid of a London and Metternich who were playing him, jointly, like a monkey on a string, to the purpose of destroying
the last remnant of the alliance of 1782, that of Spain, France, and the
Czarina Catherine’s roles in forming the League of Armed Neutrality,
which had been essential to the winning of the American Revolution. To
this present day, continental Europe has never really recovered from the
effects of the British and Metternich’s orchestration of both the French
Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. That operation is what is termed,
in some quarters, as “Grand Strategy,” which is getting your paired
suckers to ruin themselves, to the greater glory of British imperialism,
by making wars on one another, as the strategically designed assassination of President John F. Kennedy, had enabled the destruction of the
U.S. through the process unleashed by the post-Kennedy war in IndoChina, as by the Middle East wars orchestrated by British ministers such
as the lying Tony Blair, as that was assisted by the convenient murder of
Dr. David Kelly who had blown Blair’s cover. I know this because I was
personally involved in the operation of which an honest and capable
British agent, Dr. Kelly, was, functionally, a part.
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end. Man is the apprentice to the Creator.
It is then, that aspect of our mental powers which
works to precisely that end, which becomes the direction of evolving changes in our own morality of practice. The affinity to that which comes ever closer to
atonement with the mission of the Creator, is reflected
as relevant changes in the passion and the general moral
sense of those devoted to this mission.
There are several indications at hand which make
the subject immediately at hand more readily understood. Therefore, we must now proceed as follows.

The Human Mind as Such
Those discoveries which conform to the definition
of universal physical principles presented by Nicholas
of Cusa, as in his De Docta Ignorantia, lead us to the
means to distinguish between the information associated with the experience of sense-impressions as such,
and the reality which is responsible for the mere shadows of reality which are sense-perceptions, a reality
which is located essentially within those notions of universal physical principles which do not exist for either
the brutish view of sense-perceptions, or the view of the
Aristotelean, or that of the devotees of modern Sarpian
sense-certainties.
This identifies the distinction between sense-certainties and true physical and related principles: the difference between sense-impressions and the realities
which have cast those shadows attributable to mere
sense-impressions. The case of Johannes Kepler’s discovery of the principle of universal gravitation by his
chosen method, the only competent method for that
work, is now of crucial significance for us here. Rather
than treating such actually efficient principles as primary, the naive mind tends to treat the existence of the
principle, if at all, as, ontologically, a mere shadow of
sense-impressions, all as if a man’s wife seeks to call
him back from his mistress of the moment, statin that
she is by beating the children, and torturing their favorite cat to death, or by killing the wayward husband as a
way of preventing his willful straying from duties at
home.
However, if we see the universe as one in which universal principles, rather than those mere shadows called
sense-perceptions, are realities, the following changes
in viewpoint are introduced.
We now see the universe as being expressed in mankind’s capacity to increase the power of humanity in
respect to the domain which it inhabits. Those invenEIR November 12, 2010

tions which qualify in effect
ence. Once that more approas the discovery of practicapriate sense of the ontological
ble higher universal princireality of the human being
ples, now present mankind
in the human experience
with the sense of identity
emerges, the sense of progress as the purpose of human
which expresses human creativity as the participant in
existence gains precedence
the quality and intention of
over attentions to the pseudothe work of the Creator. This
realities of sense-perception.
latter view is at least as much
Making what may be considered as progressive changes
a sense of mankind’s participation in the Creator as the
in the ordering of the domain
sense of man’s own power
for which sense-perceptions
within Creation.
are only shadows cast, as
In point of fact, the nature
being the expression of reality, becomes an ontological
of mankind and of the individual person is to be defined
quality of change in one’s
in precisely those kinds of
own notion of self.
terms of reference. So, the
Proceeding in an upwardhuman mind, once embarked
looking direction, from such
on tracing the back-trail
preliminary inferences, we
Office-Museum of V.I. Vernadsky, Moscow
which this evidence indiare impelled to regard manMankind is not limited by the pseudo-realities of sensecates, looks as if upward to perception. Rather, we are impelled to view humanity
kind as an instrument of qualthose successively higher “as an instrument of qualitative creativity,” in the image itative creativity, in which
progress is a reflection of
levels of existence corre- of the Creator. “This becomes, then, a reflection of
sponding to advancing from Academician V.I. Vernadsky’s notion of the Noösphere.”
mankind’s reflection of the
Portrait of Vernadsky by I.E. Grabar (1934).
creativity as a relatively
benefit of the existence of a
Creator.
local experience, to an approximately global one, and in terms of looking forThis becomes, then, a reflection of Academician V.I.
ward to future states of Earth’s history, and beyond the
Vernadsky’s notion of the Noösphere.
confines of Earth, at the same time that we treat the
That approach to defining the Noösphere, persuades
exploration of the developments in the past as indicaman that the power of the process of creation, a power
tions of those kinds of trends which we must examine
which reposes within the universe, therefore reflects the
for clues to the methods by which future possibilities
power of the mind of mankind, over the lower forms of
might be anticipated.
the hierarchy of human existence. Everything on Earth
is now located as subordinate, in principle, to everyThe Human Mind
thing under the powers given to mankind as a servant of
Once we have located reality in the human mind,
the Creator. That becomes the indispensable standpoint
rather than in man as essentially a creature of sense-perfor a competent view of the meaning of physical econceptual experiences, especially as the notion of the oromy of nations, the world at large, and of mankind’s
derable sense of the experience of progress in the creintended mastery of some nearby planetary masses.
ation of higher orders of knowledge of efficient physical
This, in turn, is the appropriate view for defining a
and related principles, the individual tends to think in
science of physical economy, and thus, a notion of
terms of the human individual, and his or her society, as
physical economy which defines all aspects of the economy which depends, by extension, upon progress in the
defined by a principled ordering of progress, rather than
practice of physical economy.
a mere effect of progress which has occurred.
This now presents you with a fair rough drafting of
The individual now has recognized the concept of
a report on where, and why, you stand in respect to your
his or her own mind as something higher, and more real
existence on Earth today.
than being a creature of mere sense-perceptual experiNovember 12, 2010
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FOR A THIRD AMERICAN REVOLUTION

LaRouche Rallies Patriots
To Avert a New Dark Age
by Nancy Spannaus
Nov. 8—Addressing an international webcast audience
Nov. 6, U.S. statesman Lyndon LaRouche delivered on
his promise to provide the marching orders which patriots in all the political parties need in the wake of the
Nov. 2 U.S. election debacle.
Forget political party issues, LaRouche told his audience. These are the times when you must proceed
from the standpoint of the nation, from the standpoint
of the real American System principles upon which the
United States was built. “Right now, the parties don’t
really mean anything,” he said.
“Now, the plans of the Republican Party are to
blackmail the Administration, by striking a very close
alliance with the President. . . . This President, now, is
already, and has been committed to the same policy that
the worst of the Republican Party, as typified by [incoming Kentucky Senator] Rand Paul.”
And if the Democratic Party, and sane Republicans,
capitulate to the fascist policies of Rand Paul—which
are shared by the President—it will be capitulating to a
policy of mass murder that will destroy the nation, and
thus, the world.
“So,” LaRouche summed it up, “we’ve come to a
time, where the Third American Revolution has got
to occur: We have to go to the people—don’t talk
about the politicians. . . . Let me be concrete: What’s
the program? My program is, number one: Obama
out! Why? He’s clinically insane. We have a 25th
38
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Amendment. The 25th Amendment says, an insane
President can be removed. Now, don’t worry about
the details: He’s insane, we have a law, we say that
insane Presidents can not function. They’re out. So,
he’s going to be out. That’s number one. If you don’t
get this President out, you’re not going to do anything
good!”
“Get him out: He’s now the New Republican. He’s a
post-election Republican—and you’re going to find out
that’s true, very fast, and very painfully. He is going to
make Hitler look like a humanitarian. That’s what you
are dealing with.”
The next steps are to formally institute FDR’s GlassSteagall, have the Federal government issue credit to
save the cities and the states, and launch a massive recovery program, around the upgraded North American
Water and Power Alliance (NAWAPA) plan.
But success on this program demands that we fight
now against what Rand Paul represents, including the
President, without compromise. “The only way you are
going to win, against these bastards, is not by placating
them. You are going to win by crushing them—and it
can be done.”
The audio of LaRouche’s webcast can be found at
www.larouchepac.com, and the full transcript will be
published in EIR’s next issue. Here, we summarize his
urgent message, which, as the question-and-answer
session of the webcast showed, is currently being seriEIR November 12, 2010

That legacy is now in danger of
being destroyed, through the hyperinflationary, looting policy
which has been pushed through by
the British Inter-Alpha Group, LaRouche said. If this policy is allowed to destroy the United States,
that means decimation for the rest
of the world.

What Rand Paul Represents
LaRouche chose incoming, Tea
Party-backed Republican Rand
Paul as the leading representative
of what must be destroyed in the
immediate period ahead. Although
he will be a freshman in the Senate,
Paul is the poster-boy for the lunatic wing of the Republican Party
which is determined to dictate the
agenda of the new Congress, in
EIRNS/Stuart Lewis
collaboration with the fascist PresIn his Nov. 6 webcast, LaRouche insisted that the highest priority now is to invoke the
ident!
25th Amendment, to remove Obama from office: “If you don’t go for that, as the step
which must be taken first, no other step you would take, or try, will work.”
LaRouche did not hold back in
indicting Paul, whom he described
ously debated among leading Congressional Demoas both a complete degenerate, and an idiot.
crats, among others.
“Look at Rand Paul’s policy. You want to get an idea
of what a real idiot is, a dangerous one: His policy is:
The American Constitutional Principle
We’ve got to balance the budget. He’s nuts! He’s talkLaRouche began his opening address with the quesing about balancing the monetary accounts!
tion of American history, noting that it is precisely the
“What about our unemployed? What about our
principles of the American Constitutional Republic
dying citizens? What about the states that are bankrupt, when most of them are? What about the destituwhich our politicians and others have lost sight of. If
tion being wreaked upon our people? Is this in our
they had understood the fact that the United States “represented the distillation of what had been, in European
Constitution? How did that SOB get elected in the
civilization, these ideas we can trace back to Plato and
first place? And there are other people like him! This
his immediate predecessors”—specifically, the idea of
is the policy of the New Obama Administration!
man as a willful creator—they would not have permitThe second half of the term of Obama is an administed the present crisis to occur.
tration based on the policies of creative destruction,
At present, LaRouche emphasized, we have lost
by that fascist, Schumpeter, and his predecessors,
sight of this legacy, because the population generally no
Nietzsche and so forth: Which is a monetarist conception.
longer believes in creativity. But we have to look back
“This guy is an enemy of humanity! But he’s now
to the meaning of our Federal Constitution. “You look
the newly elected Senator from Kentucky. And he’s
back to figures like President Franklin Roosevelt. Look
typified by what the leading Republican edge is now:
back to figures like Abraham Lincoln, and others, who
to get the Democratic Party to capitulate—you know,
were great heroes in their time. . . . We exist, not just for
this is a time that an old soldier like me—and I’m not
the benefit of the United States, but for the benefit of the
much of a soldier; strategist, maybe, not soldier—says,
world, as Franklin Roosevelt understood that mission.”
“No, no, no, no, no! We don’t—We make no concesNovember 12, 2010
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sion, to Rand Paul!” Because the United States’ existence depends upon physical economic conditions.
And money conditions are not physical economic conditions—they’re paper! And it’s pretty much toilet
paper by the time Bernanke gets through with it, right
now.
“We’re already in a hyperinflation, comparable to
that of Germany in 1923. That’s the process which is in
process, now. It’s not merely confined to one nation, as
Germany, in 1923, was a case of one nation, within its
own borders, confined to a certain special treatment.
This is now the world economy. But, if you look at the
pattern, what Europe has rejected, is what the United
States has accepted: We have accepted the self-destruction of our nation! And Rand Paul typifies that threat!
You can not be a supporter of Rand Paul, and a true
patriot of the United States. Because if you can’t defend
the United States and its citizens, you’re not defending
the United States. There is no room for a Rand Paul in a
safe United States.
“What are they going to do? The cuts that they plan,
the cuts they’re going to try to blackmail the Democratic Party leadership into accepting, mean mass death
in the United States! This is mass murder! This is the
destruction of the United States. You’re going to find
that in the law of the United
States? Can the law of United
States, or the power of lawmaking of the United States, be
used to destroy the United
States, as it is now being destroyed? As Europe is on the
way to being destroyed? As
Russia is being destroyed by
the same kind of policy? And
in the long run, China and
India—or not so long, will also
be destroyed.
“The policy is to reduce the
world’s population to less than
2 billion people, from 6.8 billion. And this is the way to do
it! These kinds of economic
policies.”

No Compromise!
“If we go along with conceding to the Rand Pauls, we’re
not going to have a nation,”
40
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LaRouche concluded. Too many Democrats want to
compromise, but we cannot afford to compromise. We
have to force through the policy, immediately!
He elaborated: “So, what we have before us, is
the opportunity: Now, what we could do, as a nation,
if you’ve got people with the brains, and guts, in
government to do it, and there isn’t much in terms of
both brains and guts in government right now, to do
much of anything any good—but, maybe we can
muster it. Maybe some of the people will become
angry enough to insist that their politicians rethink the
recent election, which was a farce! A President who’s
insane, is now being given Republican backing, for his
insanity!
“Well, we have a policy: The key to economy, real
economy, as opposed to all this monetarist nonsense, is
physical economy. That is, mankind, especially with
such means as increasing the energy-flux density of the
modes of production we employ, by increasing the capital intensity in terms of technology, that we develop
and employ, we are able to increase the power of mankind to exist, to sustain a larger population, and this ultimately means that we’re going into space. We’re going
to extend man’s operation into space.
“Now, we have a policy right now, which my associates and I are pushing, and
some other people are sympathetic to, which is this
NAWAPA project. Now, we’ve
given new meaning to the
NAWAPA project, from what
it was meant in 1964, because
we are now talking about the
new implications, which are
not read into the design of the
NAWAPA policy. NAWAPA
policy, as it was defined by the
Parsons Company, was a very
good design, and it still, essentially, is the foundation, of a
very good design. . . .
“Now, let’s take the United
States in particular: Take the
Western land-area. Look at the
20-inch rainfall line. We are
now losing the aquifer level of
There is no difference between the fascist policies of
resources,
to maintain the proPresident Obama and those of the Tea Party-backed,
duction
of
food in the central
Kentucky Sen.-elect Rand Paul, the poster-boy for the
lunatic wing of the Republican Party.
states of the United States. We
EIR November 12, 2010

are draining deep wells of water, we are draining the
subterranean resources. And this is producing a destruction—along with certain policies—a destruction of the
ability to produce food!
“And also, we have cut out nuclear power. We no
longer are competent in nuclear power, we are no longer
competent in energy policy, in power policy; we have
these windmills and solar power, solar cells. Windmills? These things—they’re only good for killing
birds, not a source of power! And the cost of a windmill
is greater, from the time of its construction through its
demolition, when it’s worn out—is greater than all of
the income you got from it! The solar collector, the
same thing: It’s a complete waste of time!
“Well, then, what is the natural form? Nuclear
power. And you know, Asia is a nuclear power. China is
a nuclear power. India is a nuclear power. Japan will be
active in nuclear power, now. So, the sane part of the
world is going to nuclear power, and that’s already a
little bit late. Because we now have to go to thermonuclear power. We need to increase, as has always been
the tendency, we increase the energy-flux density of the
application of power, which enables us to transmute
materials and so forth, this sort of thing.”
LaRouche then further elaborated on how the
NAWAPA project represents the potential for development over the next 50 years. It represents a scientific
revolution, which can benefit all of humanity.
So, he concluded, isn’t it worth more than your
life, to ensure that Rand Paul and pro-austerity Democrats, don’t succeed? “Wouldn’t it be worth it, to take
the effort to do that, for the sake of a couple of coming
generations of humanity, for the benefit of humanity
as a whole? . . . There is no moral excuse for compromise.”

An Active Debate
There were two highlights in the extensive discussion period that followed LaRouche’s keynote address.
The first was a couple of questions from significant
Russian representatives, one of whom, deputy Zavtra
editor Alexander Nagorny, was attending the webcast
in person. Nagorny asked about the threat of world war
coming from the new political constellation in the
United States. While LaRouche agreed the threat was
real, he focused again on the potential solution, along
the lines he had laid out in his keynote.
The second characteristic was a number of questions from individuals associated with the Democratic
November 12, 2010
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Party, who are involved in intensive discussions around
how to deal with the election results.
The President got the election result he wanted,
noted one self-identified Democratic consultant, and no
strategy can be undertaken without understanding that
fact. LaRouche emphatically agreed, and reiterated his
marching order: President Obama must be removed
through evocation of the 25th Amendment during the
lame-duck session.
It is the Vice President, Joe Biden, who must act,
LaRouche said. “If the Vice President doesn’t act, he
will carry that guilt to his grave.”
A second Democrat suggested that, in order to get
Biden to act, he must be provided with a list of particulars of what must be done, that he can march into the
Oval Office with—or else. LaRouche indicated that he
didn’t oppose that, as long as it was done “with a certain
higher goal in mind.” “It should be a bill of indictment,
not a proposal for a compromise,” LaRouche emphasized. “You cannot get a compromise with the guy. . . .
You want to answer the question that the citizens out
there are going to ask.” You confront him, and in the
process, convince the people around him that he has to
go.
A third Democrat, a Senator who was re-elected
Nov. 2, chimed in next, recounting the fact that the incoming Republican majority has now threatened to filibuster everything in the lame-duck session, especially
the extension of unemployment insurance and the continuing resolution to fund the government, unless they
get draconian cuts in Social Security, Medicare, and the
like. He asked for advice.
LaRouche was clear: You have to be firm, and go to
the American people. You have got to go back and do
what you should have done before. “You go for the removal of the President from office. If you don’t go for
that, as the step which must be taken first, no other step
you would take or try, will work.”
“I laid it out very carefully on this. I went through
this very carefully. You must first remove this President
from the Presidency! Until you do that, you can accomplish nothing on any issue. That’s your problem. . . .
“If you do not remove this President from office, on
legitimate grounds, of his insanity, then you are responsible for everything bad that happens to this country
and its people. And you personally are responsible.
Maybe for reasons of cowardice. Fine. Cowardice is a
good excuse, I suppose. But it’s cowardice, nonetheless.”
National
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Sodom and Gomorrah
Knocking at the Door!
The Needed Orientation
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
Oct. 28—We have entered the breakdown phase of
“the promised world-wide breakdown-crisis.” As is
usual for such qualities of relatively exceptional, and
more or less global social circumstances, the onset of
such a specific type of crisis prompts wild-eyed reactions throughout populations, probably now the worldwide population, which people will tend to read, mistakenly, as personal aberrations of individuals or very
small groups, but which are, in fact, only expressions
of mass phenomena, such as global mass phenomena.
These are the legendary effects which arrive in the
guise of wild-eyed reactions by individuals, reactions
which seem to some as sudden eruptions of insanitylike behavior by individuals or small groups, but are, in
fact, global phenomena of a type which strike under
conditions of the outbreak of some form of “new dark
age.”
In such cases, it is often necessary to treat the aberrant behavior of individuals or small groups as if that
behavior were specific to the individual, or small group,
but which are actually localized expressions of more or
less global mass-phenomena.
The first rule of sane behavior in such an exceptional
mass development, is not to lose one’s head, not to presume that the genesis of the aberrant phenomena is that
of an individual, or small group, when, in fact, it is an
integral part of what has come into being as a mass
social phenomenon of something approaching, or actually reaching the state of a mass, purely global effect.
The individual aberrations are to be considered, primarily, as a mass phenomenon, akin to a global storm of
exceptionally great force.
The fear such developments bring to the local grouping must be recognized as being essentially just that.
The local phenomenon in itself will cause behavior in
which the victims of the tumult will tend to seize hysterically on aberrant forms of behavior which react to
the global storm as if it were a local effect with specifi42
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cally local causes. It will appear to some as an effect
with specifically local causes, when, in fact, it is a more
or less global phenomenon with global causes and
global effects.
For example, in such cases, look for the situation
in which, in an awesomely quieted moment, there is a
rising incidence of essentially inexplicable local
“freak-outs” by a speckling of cases of isolated small
groups or individuals. The weather of that moment
is awesomely quiet, except for the seemingly isolated cases of the grip of a madness-like banshee
shrieks and sudden homicidal outbreaks by isolated
individuals or among small groups. This is the nature
of the presently onrushing global storm which is affecting individual cases in this special sort of pattern.
In such situations as this present one, there are no
actually individual causes of the pattern of crises of
persons; there are personal aberrations which occur
as products of a more or less global social phenomenon.
In such situations, a period of isolated mass effects
which begins as individual behavioral anomalies with
touches of madness, builds up into something akin to
the presently ongoing mass-strike process in France.
Then, a rising storm which takes over society as in the
height of the rising tide of terror in Summer 1789
France.
As the coming week now approaches, the outbursts
of individual or localized incidents of lunacy, as that of
U.S. President Obama, do, in fact, reflect latent factors
of approaching mass-insanity, but they are not significant for their aspect as isolated developments; they are
already the mass effects of onrushing general madness.
They must be recognized as, and treated as mass-insanity; do not make the potentially fatal mistake of interpreting what are actually mass effects, for a mere incidence of local insanity.
Think of a pandemic like that sweeping through
widening regions of Haiti now. A pattern of analogous
social forms of a spreading storm of mass-insanity, is
now emerging around the planet. The pattern already
resembles the pattern of mass behavior during the onset
of the mass-death phenomena of Europe’s Fourteenth
Century, as in Hieronymous Bosch’s “Garden of Earthly
Delights.”
Remember this: Mass effects require mass remedies; these are no times for ordinary “social workers.”
EIR November 12, 2010

Kesha Succeeded; Texas
Dems Failed, Miserably!
by Harley Schlanger

candidate in six Congressional Districts; and in nine
other CDs, the Democratic candidate who ran with full
backing from the state party received less than 30% of
the vote! The state delegation now includes 23 Republicans, and only 9 Democrats. Of the remaining Democrats, all but two are either African-American, or Hispanic, from what are generally considered “safe
districts.”
Contrast this with the result garnered by LaRouche
Democrat Kesha Rogers, whose campaign was recognized by many leading Democrats as the most aggressive and visible one in the state. After winning the contested Democratic primary on March 2, with 53% of
the vote, largely on her call for the impeachment of
President Obama, and the need to save NASA from
Obama’s budget axe, Rogers continued to lead with the
necessity of removing Nerobama from the White
House. For this, she was both sanctioned by the Texas
Democratic Party (meaning she would receive neither
monetary, nor administrative support, such as voter
lists, use of office space, listing on party websites, etc.),
and denounced by the party in a resolution passed at a
State Democratic Executive Committee meeting. Several leading Democratic Party officials in the 22nd
District acted to exclude Rogers from attending party
functions, and issued their own sniveling denunciations to the press.
Kesha never flinched. Instead, her campaign work-

Nov. 4—The election Tuesday brought about a total
wipe-out of the Texas Democratic Party, which had
been in a gradual ten-year rebuilding process, in an
effort to reverse the collapse that began with the election of George W. Bush as governor in 1994. The gains
made over the last decade were completely erased on
Nov. 2, as hatred of President Obama drove voters to
take it out on Texas Democrats, who did nothing to convince voters that they were opposed to this President,
and his pro-Wall Street, pro-British Empire policies.
Many Texans agree with Lyndon LaRouche, that the
President is mentally incompetent, and should be removed from office.
In statewide races, the Republicans won every
single office which was contested, starting with the
race for governor, won for the third time by incumbent
Rick Perry. His opponent, former Houston Mayor Bill
White, received only 42.3% of the votes, despite good
credentials and significant money spent. White refused
to appear with Obama during the President’s visit to the state, but said nothing
openly critical of him, which sank
White’s campaign, before it could get
off the ground.
The real whipping was given to
Democratic Congressional candidates.
Three Democratic incumbents lost: Chet
Edwards, a ten-term moderate Democrat from Waco, who received only 36%
of the vote, despite running ads critical
of Obama (one top Dem noted that Edwards never said he wanted the President removed from office, which, he
added, “might have saved his seat!”).
Also defeated were Ciro Rodriguez; and
Solomon Ortiz, who lost because a significant number of traditionally HisLPAC-TV
panic voters switched sides to vote Re- Kesha Rogers won the support and respect of a large swath of the voters in her
publican.
campaign to represent the 22nd Texas CD. Now, she will continue to provide
The Democrats did not even field a leadership in the fight for the LaRouche Plan to rescue the nation.
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ers went out in t-shirts which proclaimed “Proudly NOT Endorsed
by Democratic Hacks,” and she
continued to provide national leadership in the campaign to remove
President Obama from office.
On Nov. 2, Kesha received
62,011 votes, or 30% of those cast,
in a heavily Republican district,
which had been represented in Congress for years by the disgraced
former Republican House Majority
Leader Tom DeLay.
In the course of the campaign,
Kesha put enormous pressure on
her opponent, Republican incumbent, Pete Olson, to stop defending
LPAC-TV
Obama, and organize his party to As Kesha noted in her post-Nov. 2 statement, nothing was decided in the election,
join her and the LaRouche Demo- except that the American people are demanding leadership and solutions to the worst
crats, to remove Obama. Although crisis in history. She and Lyndon LaRouche are ready to provide that leadership.
Olson did not make a commitment
country. The Democratic Party can follow my lead and
to do so, he did congratulate Kesha, following the election, and stated that he agrees with her that Obama is
that of Lyndon LaRouche, and turn the country around.
destroying the nation.
The Democratic leadership now in place will remain
there until January, and a lot can and must happen. We
must make this interim session a sane-duck, not a
lame-duck session.
As I have stated, clear decisive leadership: That’s
our only chance. The solutions I have laid out during the
campaign, for the “LaRouche Plan” for a real economic
recovery, must be implemented. The 25th Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution still stands as our only chance of
Nov. 3—Kesha Rogers issued the following post-elecridding the nation of an insane President. Before the new
tion statement today.
Congress convenes, the existing Congress can move in
the immediate period to reinstate FDR’s Glass-Steagall
First of all, I would like to thank all of those across the
law. We must then move to implement NAWAPA, to rebuild the nation, employing millions in productive jobs.
nation and across the world who supported my campaign in this historic fight. But, as the saying goes, “It
And the team of leaders in our scientific and engineering
ain’t over yet!” There will be developments in the folcommunities stands ready to do that. The devastation to
lowing days, that no one could have predicted. The
our aerospace community must be reversed. We must
growing anger at this insane President is becoming
fully fund our manned space program and prepare the
more and more immense.
way for a true mission in extraterrestrial developments
There is nothing about this election that is decisive,
and Mars colonization.
except that we are in the worst economic breakdown
We have a great responsibility before us, and although I am no longer a candidate for office, I will concrisis the world has ever seen, and the American people
tinue to intervene and provide leadership through the
are demanding leadership and solutions. That is what
LaRouche PAC. I hope that you will continue to fight
my campaign has provided and will continue to provide. We are about to be hit by a hyperinflationary exalongside us, to raise the scientific and cultural standard
plosion, and there is little time left to act to save the
of the population.

Kesha Rogers:
‘It Ain’t Over Yet!’
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Fed’s Bernanke Unleashes
Hyperinflationary Chaos
by EIR Staff
Nov. 8—It happened exactly as Lyndon LaRouche
warned.
In the wake of the Federal Reserve’s Nov. 3 announcement of $600 billion more in “quantitative
easing,” massive and volatile speculative capital flows,
which have been underway for some months, increased
dramatically. With the dollar being intentionally debased on British orders, huge sums are moving into the
carry trades, stock markets, and commodities of all sort,
wreaking havoc on especially emerging market nations,
and threatening skyrocketing inflation in the U.S. in the
short term.
Not surprisingly, it was the British imperial mouthpiece, the Financial Times, which, in contrast to monetary authorities in most other major nations, stepped
up to both approve Bernanke’s decision, but also to egg
him on to go much further. What the Fed did was “on
the timid side,” the City of London mouthpiece declared in its lead editorial Nov. 4. It may have to “make
a stronger commitment to inflating the economy.”
As for President Obama, he made it clear from India
today, that he supports Bernanke’s action, in the name
of so-called growth of the economy.
As usual, it was left to LaRouche to define the import
of the decision. “This is serious,” LaRouche said. “The
effect of this decision is the same as the destruction of
society. We have to understand that certain financier interests in the world, are criminal.” And they must be
stopped.
November 12, 2010
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Deliberate Destruction, Not Growth
Bernanke’s insane action would be laughable, if it
were not so destructive. It’s a patent absurdity for the
Fed to argue that there is too little inflation in the U.S.
economy—at a time when the cost of health-care, food,
gasoline, and virtually everything else is skyrocketing
for the American wage-earner. As with the decision to
withhold cost-of-living increases from Social Security
recipients, veterans, and others, the statisticians’ declaration of “no inflation” is strictly a means of looting.
Equally absurd is the argument from the Fed chairman himself, that the increase in liquidity, which will
be created by the Fed’s purchase of Treasury bonds,
will help in the creation of jobs and growth in the U.S.
economy. The first round of bailouts, for example,
simply flooded the banks with liquidity which is now
being used for creating new speculative bubbles, and
did nothing to reverse the decline in jobs and physical
production.
So, why did Bernanke make this move? Because the
banks which will benefit are bankrupt—and will continue to be so until there is a bankruptcy reorganization
that introduces the Glass-Steagall principle. Bernanke,
like his fellow London pirates, is interested in trying to
save the banks, and is simply whistling in the dark, in
the face of the inevitable looming result of his action—
Weimar-style hyperinflation.
As for his British backers, they just want to destroy
the United States.
Economics
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FIGURE 1

Exactly as LaRouche warned, the Fed is unleashing
hyperinflation, with its “quantitative easing”—dumping
hundreds of billions of dollars into the financial markets.

As some are quick to point out, the rate of increase
of prices in the U.S., the center of the problem, has not
yet reached near the astronomical levels of Weimar
Germany. But the process leading in that direction is
fully underway. LaRouche has defined how to understand that process with precision. Look at the proportion of dollars in the financial system that are related to
physical goods production, versus those which are
being generated for debt or other purposes. It is crystal
clear that the world is awash with money which is
backed by nothing but thin air—and hyperinflation is
the inevitable result, if reforms are not undertaken.
And, as Weimar Germany’s hyperinflation led to
Hitler’s murderous austerity, so will the current policy—
and the British financial crowd, who sponsored both,
know it well.

International Uproar
German, Chinese, Indian, Brazilian, Turkish,
Mexican, South Korean, Thai, and other government
officials have all vociferously protested the Fed’s Nov.
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3 decision. Many of these countries are also threatening to take protective measures, such as capital controls, to try to protect their economies from the hot
money that flows in, seeking a quick profit, and then
leaves.
Both the German and Chinese criticisms were scathing. On Nov. 5, German Finance Minister Wolfgang
Schäuble said, “I don’t think they will solve their problems with that. They have already pumped endless
money into their economy . . . and the results are dismal.
. . . I don’t think that the Americans are going to solve
their problems with this, and I believe that it is going to
create extra problems for the world.”
More alarmist were Chinese financial experts, who
have been quoted extensively in various Chinese publications, including People’s Daily. “Unbridled printing
of dollars is the biggest risk to the global economy,”
commented Xia Bin, an economic advisor to the People’s Bank of China, in the Nov. 4 edition of Financial
News, a Chinese-language paper managed by the People’s Bank of China. Xia then called for China is set up
a firewall to protect itself.
On Nov. 6, the lead editorial in the People’s Daily
was entitled “Beware the Influx of Hot Money,” and
further argued that “relevant countries and regions in
Asia should be on the alert to prevent risks that may be
caused by the inflow and diversion of funds.”
Equally scathing was an interview given Nov. 4 to
the all-financial-news radio in Paris, by Chiristian de
Boissieu, president of the Economic Analysis Council
of France’s Prime Minister. He called Bernanke’s policy
a “flight forward” which will contribute to feed “speculative bubbles,” in particular the current bubble in state
bonds. He said:
“The attempt is to improve the American conjuncture in the short term, but the risk is to destabilize finances, the American and the world economy, in the
long term. Why? Because of the toleration of enormous
masses of liquidity in the system which will not go to
feed consumption and investment.”
De Boissieu’s timescale is off, because the threat is
much more immediate, but his message is clear. The
Fed move is hyperinflationary, and represents what he
calls a “bomb” that will one day explode.
Even high-level Anglo-American bankers are
alarmed by Bernanke. The director of the multi-asset
and fixed-income team at Barings Asset Managment,
Toby Nangle, called the decision “one of the greatest
policy mistakes in the Fed’s history.”
EIR
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The Food Isn’t There!
by Marcia Merry Baker
Nov. 5—The world now faces famine.
We are not facing a discrete episode of a “a repeat of
the 2008 food crisis,” as monetarist commentators
would like you to think, as if shortages and suffering
will have a beginning and an end. We are running out of
food. The food isn’t there!
Since 2007, when the world monetary system went
into terminal disintegration, the needed emergency
measures have not been taken, and the continuation of
the globalist policies of the last 40 years which have
destroyed farm and food capacity, among all other economic activities, now means that people will not eat, on
a mass scale.
Figure 1 shows a current map of world hunger,
which is set to worsen into world famine. Already a billion people, out of 6.8 billion around the world, are
lacking enough food.
Though at the final hour, this breakdown can be reversed, as Lyndon LaRouche has outlined. The follow-

ing are snapshots of some of the features of the disintegration of the food supply.

Staples Production, Far Below Need
The simplest indicator of the deadly inadequacy of
food supplies worldwide, is the volume of annual production of the major foods consumed as staples
(grains—rice, corn/maize, and wheat; roots and tubers).
It is not increasing relative to population, even at the
currently inadequate levels of nutrition. World grains
production right now is declining outright.
The status of the harvests of roots and tubers does
not even get reported in daily headlines, because only
5% of production of these foods—cassava (manioc),
yams, potatoes, and sweet potatoes—is traded on markets internationally; the other 95% is grown, distributed,
and consumed locally or nationally. What the supply is
of these foods is not considered not a matter of “business” news interest. Yet millions of people depend on
them for most, or even all, of their daily carbohydrates.
The world output of cassava (manioc), for example,
has risen yearly in recent decades, to a level of 241 million metric tons in 2009, up from 177 mmt in 2000; but
well over half of this is produced in Africa, mostly in the
Sub-Saharan nations, and is completely insufficient. Per
capita, only about 330 pounds of cassava per year has

FIGURE 1
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belt” concentrated in the Midwest,
which once was a high-tech, high
Output
Ending Stocks
Output
Ending Stocks
productivity food-production region.
(bmt)
(mmt)
(mmt)
(mmt)
Of the 204 biorefineries, almost all
2008-09
2.241
385
2008-09
307.14
42.50
are corn-ethanol, except for a sugar
2009-10
2.229
414
2009-10
333.01
43.37
cane waste facility in Louisiana, and
2010-11
2.183 (proj.)
381
2010-11
321.68 (proj.)
22.90
a few milo, wheat, beer waste, and
whey plants. Six central cornbelt
Source: USDA, World Agriculture Supply and
Source: USDA, World Agriculture Supply and
Demand Estimates, October 2010.
Demand Estimates, October 2010.
states account for 131 of the 204 distilleries, with 91 sites in three states
been produced in Sub-Saharan Africa for the past five
alone: Iowa (38), Minnesota (28), and Nebraska (25).
years, with no increase, and below requirements (for dietary quantity, quality, and reserves). Cassava has the
Chain Reactions of Breakdown
lowest protein-to-energy ratio of any of the staple crops.
One of the many ripple effects of grain shortages,
Grains and other foods have not been grown or imported
along with the rampant speculation in agro-commodito make up the food-gap in Sub-Saharan Africa. The
FIGURE 2
world hunger map depicts the results.
U.S. Corn Production, and Use for Ethanol
Total production of grains internationally is in fact,
(1980-2010)
decreasing, and stocks are drastically falling. Look at
Million Tons
just the past three years (Table 1).
TABLE 1

Total Grains Worldwide

TABLE 2

U.S. Corn

30% of U.S. Corn Crop for Ethanol
Moreover, of the world’s grains produced, the increasing diversion to biofuels is extreme. The United
States alone accounts for more than 30% (336 mmt) of
the total yearly production of corn (maize) of the planet
(1.089 bmt), and now is diverting more than 30% of this
output into ethanol production for blending into gasoline. Figure 2 gives the figures for the last 30 years. In
effect, the food production capacity of the U.S. cornbelt
is being degraded into a monoculture for biofuel.
The U.S. corn production and drop in stocks, for the
last three years, are shown in Table 2.
But the Obama Administration is demanding worse.
On Oct. 13, the Administration raised the allowable
level of ethanol to be blended into gasoline from 10% to
15% (for vehicles newer than 2007). The Environmental Protection Agency issued this E15 ruling, saying this
will reduce emissions of carbon dioxide, which the EPA
has decreed is a toxic pollutant, under the Clean Air
Act. (Tell that to the green plants!)
The Obama EPA’s action was denounced Oct. 29 in
a joint statement from food groups, including the American Bakers Association, the National Meat Association, grocers, and others, who warned that the E15 mandate could result in 40% of the U.S. corn crop going for
fuel, with intolerable consequences for the food
supply.
Figure 3 is a location map of the current biorefineries in the United States, depicting the new “ethanol
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FIGURE 2

U.S. Corn Production, and Use for Ethanol
(1980-2010)
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ties, is the effect down the line on livestock
FIGURE 3
feed, to produce eggs, milk, beef, pork, and
other animal proteins. For example, the cost
of feed makes up 30-40% of poultry production. Large producers of chickens in the U.S.
are talking of a 5-10% increase in retail prices
by Christmas. Hog farmers are asking, why
even place piglets on feed, only to lose
money?
The U.S. Agriculture Department’s October projection for worldwide beef output next
year, sees a drop of 4%, because of ongoing
high feedgrain prices. But this is a linear view,
leaving out the potential for major disruptions.
Besides being at levels far below need,
year-to-year staples output is highly variable,
because of needless susceptibility to changes
in weather, pests, and other factors which are
easily controllable with technology and infrastructure, which have been blocked under
globalization.
The Eurasian dry spell this Summer, for example,
both drastically reduced the harvest this year, and now,
because of low soil moisture this Fall, will drastically
reduce the area planted to Winter wheat (harvested next
Spring).
On Oct. 26, Russian Agriculture Minister Elena
Skrynnik projected that, because of dry soils, the planted
area of Winter wheat in Russia this year will drop by
25% from desired acreage, down to only 13 million
hectares.
The Ob-Irtysh river diversion projects would bring
reliable water for irrigation through to vastly expand
the area and reliability of the Eurasian wheat belt. But
under globalism, it has been blocked.
Major crop pest threats are worsening internationally, because of the thwarting of R&D, and of the technology needed to upgrade the ecology of the planet. A
modern strain of blight behind the 1840s Irish potato
famine is gaining ground today. Soybean rust has moved
from Asia, to South America, and is established now in
the southern latitudes of North America.
UG99 wheat rust is moving from eastern Africa,
where it was first identified in Uganda in 1999, eastward across the Arabian Peninsula, and has arrived in
Iran. It is now threatening to invade Pakistan and the
entire Indian Subcontinent.
Livestock pests are also threatening. For example,
Southern Africa is now facing a potential invasion of
November 12, 2010
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the deadly viral disease of sheep and goats, known as
PPR (peste des petits ruminants, small ruminants’
plague). This highly destructive disease—considered
on a par with the cattle disease rinderpest, of the past—
is now in parts of South Asia and northern Africa.
Southern Africa was spared, until now. Early in 2010,
PPR showed up in Tanzania; and containment efforts
(vaccinations, surveillance) needing emergency support have not been forthcoming.
All the decades of globalist talk about the efficacy
of “markets” and “global sourcing” for food, is now exposed as the ruse it always has been. The food isn’t
there to be had.
Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin confirmed
on Oct. 25 that the current Russian wheat export ban
(implemented this Summer, during the drought and
forest fires) will be extended for the whole crop year,
that is, up to June 30, 2011. This works out so that
only about 3.5 million tons of Russian wheat will have
been exported during that time, unlike a recent high
year of 18.56 million tons of Russian wheat exported.
This action is necessary to protect the supplies for
Russia.
Along with such individual nation-protecting measures, cooperation among nations, to implement contingency plantings collaboratively for each crop cycle,
in each hemisphere—in the spirit of Lyndon LaRouche’s “Four Powers” initiative (United States,
Economics
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Russia, China, India), could relieve the crisis situation
rapidly. But this is entirely opposed by the Obama Administration, as seen in its new ethanol-expansion
mandate.
Neo-plantations à la the British East India Company, are being established, especially in Africa, to use
soil, water, and labor resources from the victim-nation,
to produce food/biofuel-for-export-only. Many such
ventures are run out of the U.K., on behalf of hedge
funds. A recent report stated: “Each year, investors express an interest in the acquisition of over 40 million
hectares of farmland, often for the production of agrofuels, a major driver behind the recent wave of largescale acquisitions of land. According to the World Bank,
more than one-third of large-scale land acquisitions are
intended to produce agrofuels” (UN Human Rights
Council/Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food,
“Access to Land and the Right to Food,” October
2010).

Hyper-Speculation
Speculation in food commodities is off the charts.
The blame lies far deeper than the fairy-tale about
“supply and demand”—no matter what the scarcities.
At root, it’s the result of refusal to ban food speculation,
and the arrival of a tsunami of hot money onto commodity exchanges, as the monetary system explodes,
and there’s nowhere else for such zombie money to go.
(It should be killed.)
As of the first week of October, the benchmark U.S.
wheat price (U.S. hard red Winter wheat), was quoted as
$281 per metric ton, which is 55% higher than early July
(the official end of the wheat crop year), when prices
started rising. Corn shot up 32% over the same time
period, and has soared more since. Over the last six months,
rice prices are up 45%, and sugar over 55%. Soybeans
and all other food commodities, are likewise rising.
U.S. cropland values are climbing, not as a benefit to
farmers, but on the speculative wave. In Iowa’s Washington County, in October, a parcel of cropland sold at a
record of $9,000+ an acre, up nearly 9% from last year.

Who Won’t Eat?
For those seeking safe havens of plenty: Don’t! Besides the immorality of this objective, reality won’t
oblige such stupidity. Look at the United States. Over
17% of U.S. food consumption—across all categories
by volume—is imported. For many foods, the percentage is 30-60%.
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Food reserves and stockpiles, as once held by many
nations, are now all but non-existent. It has been a hallmark rule of the era of the World Trade Organization,
to prohibit nations from setting up and maintaining
contingency food reserves (milk powder, grains, butter
and oils), because these reserves supposedly “distort”
world trade. In only a few cases, have national governments bucked the globalist imperium on this
policy. Japan, for example, has retained its “ricebowl”
reserve.
True, there are trade year “ending stocks” of grains
and certain other commodities, which are in the food
supply pipeline, either unpurchased or undelivered; but
these stocks, too, are dwindling. In recent years, worldwide ending stocks, as a share of consumption, have
been barely 20%, which is at a danger level for food
security.
Considered as days-of-consumption, even at present poor dietary levels for millions of people, the grains
ending stocks amount to only a two-month supply—not
enough to reliably bridge crop seasons, help in emergencies, nor constitute a proper food-security reserve.
Such a “just-in-time” food policy, is not in time. It’s
been a deadly WTO pretense all along.
This year, for the combined crop seasons of 2010,
the grains ending stocks are plunging, since world
grains production is projected at 2.238 billion metric
tons, and grains consumption is the same, at 2.236 bmt.
There is a huge drawdown of stocks. (The only countertrend, is that poor households and nations won’t be able
to afford to buy what they need, given the hyper-prices,
and thus, to WTO statisticians, grain “surpluses” might
persist because people who are in need are deprived.)
Moreover, what stocks there are, are mostly in the
control of the huge agro-cartel companies—Cargill,
ADM, Bunge, Dreyfus, and others, and not controlled
by farmers nor national governments.
Already, there are headline situations of food “gaps,”
and no food. An emergency situations exist in the Sahel
and the Horn of Africa.
In North Korea, the food deficit is very specific. The
nation of 24 million people needs 1.5 million tons of
grains over the next few months. This Fall, the harvest
is expected to total 5.1 million tons of rice, potatoes,
and other crops; but 7 million tons are required. Some
300,000 tons of grain have been lined up. Where is the
rest of the 1.5 million tons to be found?
marciabaker@larouchepub.com
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Schiller Institute Brings
NAWAPA Approach to Chad
by Our Special Correspondent
Nov. 5—At the “8th Forum for Sustainable Development,” which took place Oct. 29-Nov. 1 in N’Djamena,
Chad, the capital of one of the poorest countries in the
world, devastated by wars and famine, the conference
theme, “Save Lake Chad,” seemed most appropriate.
This international conference was jointly organized by
the French government, through the environmentalist
think-tank Passages-Adapes, and the Chad government, and drew thousands of participants from Africa,
Europe, the United States, and the Middle East.
What was apparent from the very beginning was the
overwhelming presence of the fascist environmentalist
agenda within the European pseudo-scientiﬁc community, which geared the debate towards discouraging the
Transaqua project1 for reﬁlling Lake Chad from the Oubangui River, a tributary of the Congo River, as too expensive and having negative effects on biodiversity.
Roland Pourtier, the head of the Association of Professors, even called for removing the taboo against malthusianism!
But happily, two Schiller Institute representatives
from Europe, Portia Tarumbwa-Strid and Sébastien
Périmony, were on the scene to vigorously represent the
opposite view: that what Africa urgently needs are great
1. See Dr. Marcello Vichi, “The Congo-Chad Water Transfer: The Main
Features of a Feasibility Study,” EIR, Oct. 8, 2010.
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projects for infrastructure development, along the lines
of the proposed North American Water and Power Alliance (NAWAPA) and the Transaqua program for African water projects.

Lake Chad: Africa’s Patrimony

Lake Chad is located about 100 km northeast of
N’Djamena, straddling the borders of Chad’s Nigeria,
Niger, and Cameroon. It provides the source of livelihood for 30 million people, 20 million of whom are immediately threatened by starvation, if nothing is done to
strengthen food security in the region.
The problem is that Lake Chad is drying up. Forty
years ago, it covered 25,000 km2, and now it has been
reduced to less than 10% of its former size, a mere 1,500
km2. The effect of the disappearance of the lake as the
people’s main source of income—ﬁshing—became a
main topic of the conference. But instead of talking
about large-scale inter-water-basin transfer programs
as the solution, the increase of the human population
over the years was held accountable for putting increased pressure on the “ecosystems.” Thus it was declared that the lake should become an international protectorate in order to conserve the remaining water.
One look at the streets of N’Djamena, however,
should have been enough to melt the hardest of greenfascist hearts. Ecosystems, biodiversity, and mating
patterns of birds aside, the plight of the people living in
International
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heads of state from the Central African Republic, Chad, Nigeria, Libya, and Senegal
were present for the political segment,
along with delegations from other countries on a ministerial level.

Tackling the Green Fascists
Most of the scientists from Europe, especially from France and Germany, were
convinced that because of the depletion of
the underground aquifers of the Lake Chad
basin, large-scale water management projects such as the Oubangui-Chari transfer,
proposed by the Commission of the Lake
Chad Basin (CBLT), would have a negative environmental impact. This was countered by the African scientists, who complained that the age-old discussion of
water-transfer was now being called into
question at a time when the hunger crisis
necessitated the immediate implementation of the only long-term solution available—using the abundant adjacent waters
EIRNS/James Rea
of the Congo River basin.
The Schiller Institute’s vice president in Germany, Portia Tarumbwa-Strid,
Portia Tarumbwa-Strid, vice president
upset the malthusian agenda of the “Save Lake Chad” conference in
of the Schiller Institute in Germany, was
N’Djamena, by insisting on a program to develop the region for the benefit of
the human population. Here she is shown (left) organizing in Germany,
invited to speak at the final scientific panel,
on “The Future of the Lake and OpportuniChad was heart-breaking. There was no running water
ties for Sustainable Development.” The other panelists
or electricity, and each household had to buy gas canisunabashedly discussed “global warming,” even though
ters and water drums every day. Every species of insect
the scandals that had emerged in and around the Copenimaginable crawled the streets, while the people eked
hagen summit last December had shown man-made
out a meager living trying to sell fly-infested vegetaglobal warming to be a fraud. Nonetheless, the mantra
bles, fish, or trinkets along the side of the road. The
of conserving biodiversity and the evils of human popchildren roamed the dusty streets collecting empty plasulation growth prevailed. No one even talked about the
tic bottles and wearing hand-me-down clothes. They
fact that the growth in population in the Lake Chad
did not go to school.
region was the result of immigration of people from the
Anyone with half a brain must understand that there
surrounding countries who were searching for a better
is something terribly wrong with the fact that the beaustandard of living.
tiful people living in this huge country (at least three
Tarumbwa-Strid began her intervention with the
times the size of Germany), filled with mineral deposits
global strategic situation and financial breakdown
of oil, uranium, iron ore, and bauxite, just to name a
crisis:
few, has been condemned to poverty. There could be
“Africa today is standing at an historical crossroads,
absolutely no explanation for this affront to the dignity
and it is impossible to take any form of policy decision
of man, unless the deeper implications of the environfor Africa outside of the global strategic context. Bementalist agenda become apparent—as they did at the
cause 39 months into the international financial crisis,
conference.
the decision of governments around the world to print
The conference itself was in two parts. Six scientific
massive amounts of money in order to bail out speculapanels took place on Oct. 29-30, and on Nov. 1, five
tors who lost money in high-risk speculation has led to
52
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FIGURE 1

The Transaqua Plan for Water Infrastructure Development

www.transaquaproject.com

The development of the Lake Chad basin is only part of the huge Transaqua project. Lake Chad is in the northwest on this map,
straddling the borders of four countries, Niger, Chad, Central African Republic, and Nigeria.

a situation where the gap between rich and poor is growing, and the number of billionaires, as compared to the
now over 1 billion starving people around the world, is
intolerable. Three-quarters of those who have to survive on less than one meal a day live in Africa, and this
has a direct relationship to the increase in speculation
on commodities, especially on food and raw materials,
that has seen the prices of staples increase to a level
only comparable to 2008, when riots broke out in over
40 countries, mostly in the developing sector.”
This was the only presentation which discussed the
international financial crisis. The eyes of the participants looked like they were going to burst out of their
sockets! But besides the apparent aggravation on the
faces of the Europeans, the African and Arab delegations could barely conceal their delight, especially as
November 12, 2010
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the presentation continued to discuss NAWAPA and the
Eurasian Land-Bridge as the basis for the development
perspective of the real physical economy of Africa for
the next 50 to 100 years, with the Transaqua project.
Tarumbwa-Strud continued:
“By transferring 100,000 million m2 of water from
the tributaries of the Congo River basin, and bringing
this freshwater to Lake Chad, water that would otherwise run off into the Atlantic Ocean, it would be possible to irrigate up to 17 million acres of land and provide
food security for almost 100 million people.”
She then showed the development of a continental
magnetic levitation railway system, and of the fourthgeneration nuclear reactor, the inherently safe hightemperature reactor, in nuplex cities, as the only way to
make Transaqua possible.
International
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ernment that it was too expensive. This was how the
smaller project for water
transfer from the Oubangui River to the Chari
River was adopted.

The Malthusian
Agenda
On the third and final
day of the conference, the
political segment of the
forum convened with President Idriss Déby of Chad,
President Abdoulaye Wade
The “Save Lake Chad” conference, for which electricity was provided by solar panels, lost
of Senegal, President Dr.
power for 15 minutes during the speech of the President of Senegal: a fitting irony for an event
Goodluck Ebele Azikiwe
dominated by green fascist demands to turn the Lake Chad region into an international
biodiversity reserve.
Jonathan of Nigeria, President François Bozize of
The contrast was so huge, that dozens of people
the Central African Republic, and Libyan leader Muamcame up afterwards to receive a copy of the dossier
mar al-Qaddafi. The top brass from diverse other African
“Africa: The time has come for great projects,” pubcountries were also there.
lished in French as part of the 2012 Presidential camThe drama began when the lights suddenly went out
paign of LaRouche associate Jacques Cheminade, as
for a quarter of an hour during President Wade’s
well as a DVD with material in English, French, and
speech—they were using solar-powered generators!
Arabic on the international reconstruction program of
The charade around green energy became all the more
the Schiller Institute.
ridiculous, when a nine-year-old girl began to recite a
The Italian delegation was familiar with the Transspeech on the evils of man-made global warming, and
aqua project, and was visibly overjoyed that somebody
received the applause of the whole audience. The sinishad finally put it on the table. One of the ministers of the
ter intention behind this show became more and more
Central African Republic had wanted to focus her preclear. The final communiqué of ministers announced
sentation on Transaqua, but was advised against it! An
that they were going to bring up the issue of saving
engineer from Nigeria, who had already intervened on
Lake Chad at the Climate Change summit in Cancun,
the previous day, demanding to know why Transaqua
Mexico, in December, to gain financial support from
had not been put on the agenda, was so happy to hear
the rest of the world for declaring Lake Chad an interthe presentation, that he organized a meeting with the
national protectorate of biodiversity!
Schiller Instiute team and the rest of his delegation to
The Schiller Institute delegation managed to polemdiscuss it further.
icize against this at the press conference, intervening
He explained that he had been one of the first engionce again to bring reality on the table. Sébastien Perineers to broach the subject with his own government
mony, who is with the Cheminade in 2012 Presidential
after he had heard of Transaqua, and appealed to the
campaign, addressed a question to President Deby on
government to approach the other relevant governments,
the bankruptcy of the world financial system, and posed
to come to an agreement on the issue. He was even surthe paradox that here they were looking for funds for
prised when Mobutu Sese Seko, who was then the Presdevelopment, while other parts of the planet were giving
ident of Zaire, agreed to it in 1987, because it seemed
trillions of dollars to bankrupt banks. Therefore, the
like the dream was about to come true. Unfortunately,
problem could not be the money, but rather the system
Bonifica, the Italian engineering company that had proitself. Périmony asked him if he was ready to adopt a
posed Transaqua, was dissolved, as part of a change in
top-down approach, as the Schiller Institute had pregovernment, and the other Europeans told the new govsented during the conference, and go for a real physical
54
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economic recovery with the Transaqua project.
The President gave a very beautiful answer about
future generations, but said nothing on the crisis. President Wade, however, asked to answer the question too,
saying that he had written a paper for the Financial Times
during the subprime mortgage crisis, saying that the
bailout policy was not the right thing to do. Unfortunately
he went back to the rules of the game and started talking
about limiting the intervention of man around Lake Chad,
repeating the mantra of the green fascist ideology.
Despite this, the concept of biospheric engineering
was very well received by the serious people there, particularly the delegations from the Central African Republic and of Congo-Brazzaville, with whom the Schiller Institute team met. They were intrigued by the idea
that most parts of Western Europe, which were developed, were not kept “natural,” but rather man had intervened to bring trees, buildings, factories, power plants,
and trains to areas which had been barren or swamp-infested such as the Ruhr region in Germany.
In other private discussions in and around the conference, there was high recognition from the U.S. delegations of Lyndon LaRouche and the Glass-Steagall
mobilization; the French delegations all knew about

Jacques Cheminade. The Germans were rabidly against
large-scale infrastructure projects, and even denied that
there was a hunger crisis in Niger and Chad! The fact
that there were no delegations from Russia, China, or
India proved to be the reason that the European pseudoscientists could demonize great infrastructure projects.
That is why LaRouche’s proposed Four-Power agreement (the United States, Russia, China, and India) is the
only way to implement the Schiller Institute’s vision for
a dialogue of cultures, through great infrastructure projects as a means of worldwide reconstruction of the
physical economy.
For us here in Europe, however, since the solution to
the world financial crisis will not be initiated from here,
the issue therefore becomes one of a fight against the
rotten environmentalist ideology, which cares more about
saving dried-up worms and insects, than human beings.
I will quote a young man from N’Djamena, whom
we met just before leaving Chad. He said, “We need a
radical solution right now! And you’re right: Only with
nuclear power can we become free. We cannot do anything without energy, and we’re not children who cannot
handle high technologies.”
He is waiting for us to win this fight!

Lyndon LaRouche
On Glass-Steagall
and NAWAPA

The North American
Water and Power Alliance

“The greatest project that mankind has ever undertaken on this planet, as an economic project, now
stands before us, as the opportunity which can be set
into motion by the United States now launching the
NAWAPA project, with the preliminary step of reorganizing the banking system through Glass-Steagall,
and then moving on from there.”
“Put Glass-Steagall through now, and I know how to
deliver a victory to you.”
Subscribe to EIR Online www.larouchepub.com/eiw
1-800-278-3135

Editorial

Eliminate the Power of Money!
Unknown to most Americans, there is an easy way
to eliminate the power of money, which today
turns people into slaves, and throws them on the
scrapheap. Just restore the U.S. Constitution.
LaRouche reviewed exactly what must be done
in his Nov. 6 webcast:
“The Constitution of the United States was
based on the concept of sovereignty. The United
States Constitution is based on a credit system, not
a monetary system—the idea of a credit system as
opposed to a monetarist system. We are being
ruined by a monetarist system, and what happened
is, as long as we had the fixed-exchange-rate
system, before it was destroyed by the prolonged
Vietnam War, the Indo-China War, the United
States sovereignty as a credit system, protected
the United States and the world, against great hyperinflation. . . .
“Our problem today, since 1971, is the role of
the Inter-Alpha Group, which controls about 70%
of the actual relevant banking activity of the
world—that’s our problem. So, what you have to
do, is you have to start from the real problem, and
the real answer to the problem.
“Re-establish a fixed-exchange-rate system.
Re-establish what Roosevelt set up at Bretton
Woods. Go back to it; impose it.
“Now what happens?  The minute you do that,
and you put our banks under that kind of control,
then we now have a bunch of bankrupt banks
which the Federal government is going to protect.
These will be commercial banks under a GlassSteagall standard.
“Now the Federal government will create
credit, authorize credit to make these banks fungible. They will be able to utter credit, they will be
stabilized, be protected under Federal regulation.
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“We will then turn, and the Federal government itself will authorize legislation which will
create credit for building the NAWAPA system,
and for the rail systems and other systems that go
with making the NAWAPA system work. And for
getting the states back into shape; those are the objectives. And that’s the solution; there is no other
solution. We’re talking about 30 to 60 years, essentially, of building this project before the full
force of it is completed, or will be considered to be
completed. The greatest project that mankind has
ever undertaken—this! And that’s the way we fix
it. All we have to do is take this idea, get people,
maybe some nation in Europe like Germany, and
some others, Russia, China, India, and some other
countries to agree to become partners in this kind
of re-establishment of a fixed-exchange-rate
system, to eliminate monetarism from this planet.
“Monetarism is imperialism, and that must be
eliminated. And the only way you can do it is by
having a system of equitable agreements among
sovereign nation-states. That’s the only way to
eliminate imperialism. We are victims of imperialism. Kill imperialism!
“You don’t have to have perfect neighbors.
You have to have neighbors you can live with;
there’s a difference. If you can live with them, and
cooperate with them, then you can build on that
cooperation to evolve a system which is more equitable, more beneficial, more just.
“But you have to start someplace. So, you start
with an agreement which is an honest agreement,
and you build. And the best way to build is to define
great projects of long-term, capital-intensive magnitude, which change the planet for the better, and
create a better situation for humanity. Base it on
that; it’s that simple, but just do it. Just do it!”
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